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The Commission distributed its Tentative Rectmwendation Relating 

to ~tiple-Party Accounts in Financial Institutions (October 1988) to 

interested persons for review and comment. A copy of the Tentative 

Recommendation is attached. 

You will recall that the Commission originally proposed in 

September 1982 to make the Multiple-Party Accounts Law apply to all 

financial institutions. However, the banks at that time opposed having 

the law apply to them, and the law as enacted was limited to accounts 

held by credit unions and industrial loan companies. The Commission 

has been advised that the banks no longer oppose the extension of the 

law to the banks. 

gCOI!MKRJ)ATION m:r WITH WIDESPREAD APPROVAL 

The great majority of the comments received approved the Tentative 

Recommendation as drafted: 

John V. Willoughby, CSIIpbell attorney (Exhibits, page 1) 
("Under the circumstances, I completely endorse your 
recommendation that the Multiple-Party Accounts Law be 
extended to all financial institutions, including banks and 
saving and loans associations." 

Wilbur L. Coats, Poway attorney (Exhibi ts, page 2) ("I • • • 
concur with the recommendation as written.") 

Ernest Rusconi, !forgan Bill attorney (Exhibits, page 3) ("I 
endorse every aspect of what you have drafted in the proposed 
amendments. ") 

Robert J. Berton, San Diego attorney (Exhibits, page 4) 
("Both the expansion to include all banks and savings and 
loan associations, and the remedial aspects are salutary 
reforms of existing statutory and case law.") 
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William E. Fox, Paso Robles attorney (Exhibits, page 5) ("The 
proposed legislation is very badly needed and will be very 
beneficial for the customers who use the banks and savings 
and loan insti tutions. I heartily endorse this 
legislation. "). 

Henry Angerbauer, Concord CPA (Exhibits, page 6) ("I agree 
with your recommendations and conclusions .•• ") 

Joel C. Dobris, Professor of Law, UC Davis (Exhibits, page 8) 
("I approve of the tentative recommendation and feel that it 
is long overdue." 

Russell G. Allen, Bewport Beach attorney (Exhibits, page 10) 
("But for the suggestion about survivorship [discussed later 
in this Memorandum], I heartily endorse the expansion of the 
multi-party accounts law to include banks and savings and 
loan associations. ") 

John G. Lyons, San Francisco attorney (Exhibits, page 18) ("I 
approve heartily of this Tentative Recommendation. The 
changes proposed will make statutory provisions conform to 
the common understanding When multiple-party accounts are 
established in banks.") 

The Bank of California (Exhibits, page 19) (''We support the 
concept of extending to all financial institutions the 
present Probate Code provisions relating to multiple party 
accounts, thereby making the rules uniform across the 
industry.") 

Office of Public Administrator, Riverside C01Dlty (Exhibits, 
page 20) ("This is to inform you that I am in agreement to 
the proposed changes in the Multiple Party Accounts in 
Financial Institutions.") 

One of the commentators (Ernest Rusconi, Exhibits 3) notes that 

the recommendation as proposed would deal more adequately than existing 

law with the problem he encountered in a recent case. 

COMI'IERTS OB SPECIFIC SECTIOBS 

The great majority of the commentators approved the Tentative 

Recommendation as drafted. A few commentators made comments concerning 

specific matters or specific statutory provisions. These are discussed 

below. If no reference is made to a particular section of the draft 

statute, that means that no comments relating to that particular 

section were received. 
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Probate Code § 5303 (_ended). Rights of survivorship detel'lllined by 

form of account at time of death: .ethods for change of terms of 
account (pages 28-29 of Tentative Recommendation) 

Section 5303 is the section that changes the rule in Estate oE 

Propst. One commentator specifically approved this section: 

John V. Willoughby, Ca.pbell attorney (Exhibits, page 1). 
("I am particularly impressed with your prompt response to 
the problem identified in the recent decision in the Estate 
of Propst. The addition of proposed subdivision (c) to 
Probate Code §5303 is an outstanding recommendation. 

"The new subdivision will clearly provide that any party with 
a present right of withdrawal on an account may change the 
terms of that account, including changing the right of 
survivorship. I believe this is clearly the intent of most 
individuals who create such accounts and I believe that most 
individuals would be shocked to find out that they do not 
presently have that right.") 

Another commentator raised a question concerning the right of 

either party to withdraw funds from the account after one of the two 

parties gives the institution notice terminating the survivorship 

rights (Exhibits, page 7): 

We feel that that section, and all of the sections taken 
as a whole, leave a possible ambiguity as to rights of 
withdrawal after notification of a change. In the 
hypothetical instance where two joint tenants own a bank 
account calling for withdrawal upon the signature of either 
of them, it appears to be the intention of the proposed 
revisions that should one of the two parties give the 
institution notice terminating the survivorship rights, so 
that the account becomes one of tenancy in common, that 
nonetheless either party still remains able to withdraw all 
of the funds and the bank will not be liable in that 
instance. However, the code section proposals never 
specifically say that. To protect financial institutions 
from unreasonable claims by co-tenants following such 
withdrawals, we believe that Section 5401 should include a 
specific provision that notification pursuant to the new 
language added as Subdivision (c) of Section 5303 does not 
affect the right of either party to withdraw any or all of 
the funds in the account. 

The section that protects financial institutions that make payment 

pursuant to the terms of the account is Section 5405 which is not 
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contained in the Tentative Recommendation because there is no need to 

amend the section. That section provide: 

5405. (a) Payment made pursuant to Section 5401, 5402, 
5403, or 5404 discharges the financial institution from all 
claims for amounts so paid whether or not the psyment is 
consistent with the beneficial ownership of the account as 
between parties, P.O.D. payees, or beneficiaries, or their 
successor. 

(b) The protection provided by subdivision (a) does not 
extend to payments made after the financial institution has 
been served with a court order restraining payment. No other 
notice or any other information shown to have been available 
to a financial institution shall affect its right to the 
protection provided by subdivision (a). 

(c) Unless the notice is withdrawn by a subsequent 
writing, after receipt of a written notice from any party 
that withdrawals in accordance with the terms of the account, 
other than a checking account, share draft account, or other 
similar third-party payment instrument, should not be 
permitted, except with the signatures of more than one of the 
parties during their lifetimes or of more than one of the 
survivors after the death of any one of the parties, the 
financial institution may only pay the sums on deposit in 
accordance with the written instructions pending 
determination of the rights of the parties or their 
successors. No liability shall attach to the financial 
institution for complying with the terms of any written 
notice provided pursuant to this subdivision. 

(d) The protection provided by this section has no 
bearing on the rights of parties in disputes between 
themselves or their successors concerning the beneficial 
ownership of funds in, or withdrawn from, multiple-party 
accounts and is in addition to, and not exclusive of, any 
protection provided the financial institution by any other 
provision of law. 

STAFF RECOMMKKDArION: To make clear that the financial institution 

is protected, the staff recommends that the following be added to the 

Comment to Section 5303: 

Merely changing 
survivorship rights 
financial institution 
terms of the account. 

the terms of the account to eliminate 
does not affect the right of the 
to make payments in accordance with the 
See also Section 5405. 

Probate Code § 5305 (amended). PreBUlDption that SUIIIS on deposit are 
community property (pages 30-31 of Tentative Recom.endationl 

Section 5305 represents one of the two major improvements made in 

the law when the Commission proposed the enactment of the 

Multiple-Party Accounts Law. 
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Under existing Section 5305, funds of married persons held in an 

account are presumed to be community property, whether or not the 

account is designated as a "community property' account in the terms of 

the account. Under Section 5302, there is a right of survivorship 

unless there is clear and convincing evidence of a different intent. 

Under subdivision (c) of Section 5305, this right of survivorship 

cannot be changed by will. Hence, if married persons deposit funds in 

a "community property" account, the right of survivorship arising under 

Section 5302 cannot be changed by will. Absent such a provision, one 

spouse could dispose by will of funds in a joint account (whether or 

not designated as a "community property" account) upon a showing that 

the funds on deposit actually were community property. The great 

majority of persons who have made studies of this matter have concluded 

that married persons who deposit money in an account, however 

designated, intend that there be a right of survivorship. 

The general rule concerning the right of survivorship with respect 

to various accounts is stated in subdivision (e) of Section 5302: "A 

right of survivorship arising from the express terms of the account or 

under this section, a beneficiary designation in a trust account, or a 

P.O.D. payee designation, cannot be changed by will." The provision of 

Section 5305 that a right of survivorship in a community property 

account cannot be changed by will is consistent with this general 

provision. 

One commentator took the view that the distinction between the 

survivorship feature of a joint tenancy account (right of survivorship) 

and a community property account (no right of survivorship) should be 

retained. See comments of Russell G. Allen (Exhibits, pages 9-10). To 

change the section to make the distinction he proposes would be to make 

a significant change in the existing statute which has worked well in 

practice and met widespread approval. The staff recommends against any 

change. 

Probate Code § 5132 (new). Multiple-party account 

Valerie J. Merritt (Exhibits, pages 13 and 14) is concerned that 

the "proposed statute still does not adequately address the issue of 

tenancy in common accounts or accounts held in community property 

title." 
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She states that the definition of "multiple-party account" in 

Section 5132 does not include such accounts. This is not correct. 

Section 5132 includes a "joint account" as one of the types of accounts 

that constitutes a "multiple-party account." Section 5130 defines a 

"joint account" as "an account payable on request to one or more of two 

or more parties whether or not mention is made of any right of 

survivorship. Both community property accounts and tenancy in common 

accounts are within the definition of a joint account. The question 

whether survivorship rights exist is determined by whether there is 

clear and convincing evidence of a different intent. See Section 

5302(a). A designation that the account is a tenancy in common" 

account is sufficient to make the account one without survivorship. 

See Section 5306. An account designated as a "community property" 

account or an account held by parties who are married to each other, is 

governed by the general rules for joint accounts--the account passes to 

the surviving spouse upon the death of the other spouse unless there is 

clear and convincing evidence of a different intent. See Sections 5302 

and 5305. 

STAFF RECOMMKRDATION: To avoid any confusion, the staff recommends 

that the following sentence be added to the Comment to Section 5130: 

The definition of "joint account" embraces all of the 
following: 

(1) Joint accounts with right of survivorship. See 
Sections 530l(a) and 5302(a). 

(2) Joint accounts without right of survivorship. This 
is a special type of joint account where there is clear and 
convincing evidence of an intent not to have survivorship. 
The terms of the account may include an express statement 
making clear that there is no survivorship right (see 
subdivision (a) of Section 5302) or the account may be 
designated as a "tenancy in common" account (see Section 
5306). 

(3) Joint account held by a husband and wife. The 
statute creates a presumption that if the parties to an 
account are married to each other, whether or not they are so 
described in the deposit agreement, their net contribution to 
the account is presumed to be and remain their community 
property. See Section 5305. The account may but need not be 
designated in the terms of the account as a "community 
property" account. The rules stated in Section 530l(a) and 
5302(a) apply to a joint account that is community property. 
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The reason why it is important to include tenancy in common 

accounts within the definition of joint accounts is that this is 

necessary in order to apply to tenancy in common accounts the rule of 

subdivision (a) of Section 5301 ("A joint account belongs, during the 

lifetime of all parties, to the parties in proportion to the net 

contributions by each to the sums on deposit, unless there is clear and 

convincing evidence of a different intent. ") . As far as the right of 

survivorship is concerned with respect to tenancy in common accounts, 

this is covered by Section 5306 (amended on page 31 of Tentative 

Recommendation) which makes clear there is no right of survivorship. 

Accordingly, there is no reason to revise the statute in so far as 

tenancy in common accounts. 

There is no reason to exclude an account designated as a 

"communi ty property account" from the definition of a joint account. 

Section 5305 provides a clear statement concerning the rights during 

lifetime (determined by general rules governing community property 

except that there is no right to dispose of the property by will) and 

when the presumption of community property can be rebutted. 

It would be possible to make the revisions suggested by Ms. 

Merritt on pages 13 and 14, but to do so would require a change in the 

scheme of the existing statute (which has worked well for credit 

unions) and a departure from the scheme of the Uniform Act which has 

been adopted in a majority of the states. The language proposed to be 

added to the Comment to Section 5130 should help clarify the matter 

that concerns Ms. Merritt. 

Probate Code § 5203 (added). Creation of multiple-party relationships 

STAFF RECOMMEKDATIOB: The staff recommends that subdivision (a) of 

Section 5203 be revised to substitute "payee(s)" for "beneficiary(ies)" 

in paragraph (3) and to add two additional paragraphs: 

(4) Community property account of 
"This account/certificate of deposit 
property of the named parties. On the 
them, ownership passes to the survivor." 

husband 
is the 

death of 

and wife: 
community 

either of 

(5) Tenancy in common account: "This 
account/certificate of deposit is owned by the named parties 
as tenants in common. On the death of any party, the 
ownership that party in the account passes to the P.O. D. 
beneficiary(ies) of that party or, if none, to the estate of 
that party." 
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Valerie J. Merritt (Exhibits pages 14 and 15) suggests a revision 

of subdivision (b) of Section 5203: 

In the past, we have raised concerns about the language 
of § 5203(b), which we believe shows no desire to inform or 
protect the consumer. The statute continues to explicitly 
excuse the requirement that the consumer be told of the 
survivorship feature of joint accounts. While we have no 
desire to impose the exact wording of § 5203(a) on financial 
institutions, we believe that substantial compliance is the 
better standard. Furthermore, the last sentence of § 5203(b) 
as currently worded is confusing and misleading. We believe 
the essence of Civil § 683(a) should be continued in this 
section and suggest that it be rewritten. As a point to 
commence discussion, we suggest the following language for 
§ 5203(b): 

.. (b) Use of the form language provided in this 
section is not necessary to create an account that is 
governed by this part. A contract of deposit should 
substantially comply with the meaning and intent of the 
form language and inform the parties establishing the 
account of any survivorship features of the form of 
account chosen. If the form of language chosen 
substantially complies, the provisions of this part 
govern the type of account and the rights of the parties 
thereunder. A "joint tenancy" account is presumed to 
substantially comply with the form of language for a 
"joint account." 

While we are not thoroughly pleased with the last sentence of 
the proposed modification, we believe it recognizes some lay 
understanding of the term, even though the experience of the 
members of our Executive Committee indicates that many, if 
not most, members of the lay community do not understand the 
implications of joint tenancy title. 

STAFF RBCOf!IIElUlATIOll: The staff recommends that subdivision (b) 

(page 24 of Tentative Recommendation) be retained without change. The 

statute will operate adequately even if the financial institutions do 

not change their present forms. And there may be an opportunity to 

work with the financial institutions in the development of forms that 

are tailor made for the statute. See discussion, infra, under heading 

"Coordination with California Bankers Association." 

Probate Code § 5306 (amended). Tenancy in COlllllon accolIDts 

Valerie J. Merritt believes that Section 5306 should be moved to a 

position between Sections 5203 and 5204. Exhibits, page 15. The staff 
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has proposed to amend Section 5203 to recognize tenancy in common 

accounts. Having done this, we believe that it is better not to repeal 

and reenact Section 5306 as Section 5203.5. 

Ms. Merritt also suggests that the wording of Section 5306 be 

revised. Exhibits, pages 15-16. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION: The staff recommends the wording suggested 

by Ms. Merritt be adopted so that Section 5306 will read: 

5306. For the purposes of this chapter, if an account 
is established as a "tenancy in common" account, no right of 
survivorship arises from the terms of the account or under 
Section 5302 unless the terms of the account or deposit 
agreement expressly provide for survivorship. 

Probate Code § 5401 (amended), Financial institutions protection: 
multiple party accounts: terms: requirements 

The Bank of California (Exhibits, page 19), suggests: 

We also suggest that any multiple party accounts law protect 
financial institutions for payments made in accordance with 
Totten trusts, as well as pay on death designations. Perhaps 
the definition of pay on death accounts could include Totten 
trusts. 

The definition of multiple-party account in Section 5132 includes 

a "trust account. It "Trust account" is defined in Section 5152 to 

describe a Totten trust account. The statute includes provisions 

relating to "trust accounts" that are comparable to those relating to 

P.O.D. accounts. Accordingly, the financial institution is protected 

when it pays pursuant to the beneficiary designation in a trust account 

to the same extent as when it pays the named P.O.D. payee. No change 

is needed in the statute to provide this protection. 

The comment of the Bank of California does raise a related 

question. Should the suggestion that the definition in Section 5140 of 

P.O.D. account be revised to include a Totten trust account (defined as 

a "trust account)? The staff believes that this might be a desirable 

revision. It would shorten and simplify the statute. We will give 

some further thought to the required revisions and perhaps prepare 

amendments to the bill that will be introduced to effectuate the 

Commission's recommenda tion and present them for Commission 

consideration at a future meeting. 

Should the Commission have an opportunity to participate in the 

development of forms in cooperation with the California Bankers 
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Association, the staff would propose that only a P.O.D. beneficiary 

form be provided, and use of the Totten trust form be discontinued. 

That form creates confusion when a true trust is involved. 

Location of Statute in Probate Code 

Valerie Merritt raises the question whether the statute should be 

located in the Probate Code: 

Finally, a question should be raised as to whether these 
provisions belong in the Probate Code at all. It may be more 
sppropriate to place these provisions in either the Financial 
Code or in the Civil Code. This suggestion. was not 
previously discussed by the Executive Committee, but is 
raised after we noted that most of the conforming amendments 
were to provisions in the Financial Code. 

This raises a good question. The provisions deleted and revised 

in the Financial Code are conforming revisions, mostly repeals of 

sections that cover matters covered in the new multiple-party accounts 

law. The Uniform Act is part of the Uniform Probate Code and this 

explains why many states have compiled the provision in their probate 

statute. However, the statute governs rights during lifetime as well 

as rights upon death. On balance, the staff is inclined to keep the 

statute where it now is, since the need to relocate it is not 

compelling. However, the National Conference of Commissioners on 

Uniform State Laws have appointed a drafting committee to prepare a 

multiple-party account law that will not be part of the Uniform Probate 

Code and to make any needed revisions in the Uniform Probate Code 

provisions. The Executive Secretary is a member of the drafting 

commi ttee and the Assistant Executive Secretary is the "reporter" 

(consultant) to the drafting committee. In four or five years, we may 

have a new Uniform Act, and at that time the Commission can relocate 

the entire new statute if it concludes that would be desirable. 

Coordination with California Bankers Association 

The Bank of California (Exhibits, page 19) advises: 

However, the California Bankers Association ("CBA") is 
currently developing a revised banking law which overlaps 
with the subject matter you are considering. We urge the Law 
Revision Commission and the CBA to coordinate their efforts, 
and are forwarding this suggestion to the CBA by copy of this 
letter. 
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The staff will work with the CBA if they introduce legislation 

this session that is inconsistent or overlaps with the Commission's 

recommendation to help develop consistent provisions. If the CBA 

legislation is not developed until after the Commission recommended 

provisions have been enacted, we will (if requested) review the CBA 

legislation to make sure it is not inconsistent with the Commission 

recommended provisions. A equally important matter is the development 

of uniform forms for deposit accounts. The staff believes it would be 

very desirable if we could persuade CBA to undertake to develop uniform 

forms for deposit accounts. Then we could be sure that the forms 

contained the information needed to inform the customers of the effect 

of the particular kind of deposit account selected. Also bank 

personnel would be better able to recommend the correct form to the 

customer to accomplish the customer's objective. For example, now 

there can be confusion between the form for a "Totten trust account" 

and the form for a true trust account. Also, a joint account (with a 

right of survivorship) is often used because the customer is not 

provided or informed that a power of attorney can be used to give a 

right to withdraw and otherwise deal with the account (what may be 

desired) but not a right to the account upon the death of the depositor 

(which may not be desired). If the Commission believes that this would 

be desirable. the staff suggests that the Chairperson send a letter to 

CBA indicating the CODmission's willinl!!!ess to cooperate in the CBA 

project to revise the bankirur. law (to the extent the Probate Code 

multiple party account provisions are involved) and to cooperate in the 

develop!!ent of account forms that will inform consumers and conform to 

the multiple-party accounts law. The credit unions were able to 

develop uniform sccount forms that are used generally by the credit 

unions. These credit union forms not only implement the multiple-party 

account law but also are easy for the cnnRtmer to understand and 

informative as to the effect of the various types of accounts. 

Respectfully submitted, 

John H. DeMoully 
Executive Secretary 
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Memo 89-4 - - Study L-I060 EXHIBIT 1 

., '!W lEV. COMM'N 
ATTORNEYS AT LAW 

[560 SOUTH BASCO~ AVENCE - SUITE 240 

CA~PBEL.L. CALIFORNIA 96006 

NOV 031988 

1408) 569-031 [ 
RECEIVED 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road. Suite D-2 
Palo Alto. California 94303-4739 

To Whom It May Concern: 

November I, 1988 

Re: Tentative Recommendation 
Relating to Multiple-Party 
Accounts in Financial 
Institutions 

I have carefully reviewed your Tentative Recommendation for improve
ments to the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law. I am particularly 
impressed with your prompt response to the problem identified in the re
cent decision in the Estate of Propst. The addition of proposed subdivi
sion (cl to Probate Code §5303 is an outstanding recommendation. 

The new subdivision will clearly provide that any party with a present 
right of withdrawal on an account may change the terms of that account, 
including changing the right of survivorship. I believe this is clearly 
the intent of most individuals who create such accounts and I believe 
most individuals would be shocked to find out that they do not presently 
have that right. Under the circumstances, I completely endorse your 
recommendation that the Multiple-Party Accounts Law be extended to all 
financial institutions. including banks and saving and loans associations. 

Very truly yours, 

OROZ WILLOUGHBY 

/ , 
~. 

JOHN V. WILLO 

JVW:kw 

:-tAILINO ADDRESS: P.O. BOX 7286 - SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 96160 
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Memo 89-4 EXHIBIT 2 Study L-I060 

WILBUR L. COATS 
ATTORNEY AND COUNSELOR AT LAW 

-~-

TELEPHONE (619) 748-6512 

November 1, 1988 

California Law Revision Commission 
40000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, Ca 94303-4739 

In re: Tenative Recommendation relating to 
Multiple-Party Accounts in Financial Institutions 

Gentlemen: 

I have reviewed the tenative recommendation cited above and 
concur with the recommendation as written. 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

Sincerely, ClUWIlY ....... 

NOY 041988 
•• C.U.I 

Wilbur L. Coats 

12759 Poway Road, Suite 104, Poway, California 92064 



Memo 89-4 EXHIBIT 3 Stuu JW~~MM"l 

"OV 081988 
RUSCONI, FOSTER, THOMAS & PIPAL II(IIVID 

A PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION 

BRNEST RUSCONI HOLLISTBR OP"FICE 
.r. ROBBRT FOSTBR 

OEORGE P. l'HOHAS, JR. 
DAVID E. PIPAL 

,ATTORNBYS AT LAW 

30 KEYSTONE AVENUB 

POST O:FF'ICE BOX 96 

MORGAN HILL, CALIFORNIA 9Ei037 

(408) 779-2106 

330 TRBS PINOS RD. C-S 

POST OFFICE BOX !)1!Ii9 
HOLLrSTBR. CALIl"'ORNIA 915024 

(406) 837'*8161 

November 3, 1988 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMM. 
4000 Middlefield Rd. Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 95303-4739 

Re: Multiple Party Accounts in Financial Institutions 

Gentlemen: 

I have just read the tentative recommendation of your Commis
sion relating to multiple party accounts in financial institutions. 
I am well aware of this problem, because I just had a Superior 
Court case in San Francisco where the deceden~had 4 Totten Trusts 
in different savings and loan institutions. He then attempted 
to change the beneficiary by changing his will, which was a holographic 
will. 

In doing research in this matter, I was surprised to learn 
that banks and savings and loans were treated differently from 
credit unions and industrial loan companies. 

I believe your recommendations are well thought out, since 
they preserve the better part of the common law and do not permit 
these accounts to be changed by a will. It also makes the law 
more uniform in this field. 

I endorse every aspect of what you have drafted in the proposed 
amendments. 

Very truly yours, 

RUSCONI, FOSTER, THOMAS & PIPAL 

~~~r 
ERNEST RUSCONI 

ER/bbr 
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Memo 89-4 

ALE:C 1-. CORY 

EMMANUEL SAVITC>-t 

GE"ALD 1:. OLSON 

PAUL S. WELLS 

TODD E. LEIGH 

..JEF~REY ISAACS 

ROSER'.J. BER"1"ON 

DE"''''!; HUGt-< ,..,eKEE 

STE .... EN M. STR"...,SS 

M ...... .o.INWRIG"lT '"ISHB'JRN. JR. 

... RT .... UR 1' ...... ,LCOX. JR. 

ROBERT K BUTTER"El-D • ...If<. 

MICHAEL J. -<.,r.KEL,o,AR 

VICKI L ElROACI-' 

KEN"IETH J. ROSE 

EXHIBIT 4 

LAW OFFICES OF 

PROCOPIO, CORY, HARGREAVES AND SAVITCH 

1900 CAL-IFORNIA FIRST SANK BUILDING 

530 e STREET 

SAN DIe:GO, CALIF"ORN IA 92101-4469 

TELEPHONE (619) 238-1900 

" Study L-1060 

NOV 091988 
11('''lt 

TEL.ECOPIEF:! 

i6191 235-0398 

A ":". PROCOPIO 
1,,"00-'97" 

JOI-''' C. MALVGEN ERIC 8. SHWISEH:.RG 

I"RE:DER'CK K. KI."'''ZEL GERALO P. KENNEDY 

ROBERT G. RUSSELL. JR. ~IL~ T ....... RON 

GEORGE. L. D"'~OOSE DAVID A. NIOORIE 

KELLV M. E:OWAROS 

... ..,.TONIA E ........ RT'N 

RAYMOND G. W""GHT 

J"''''IOS G. SANOllOR 

MICH ... IOL J. RADFOF'>O 

TI"O'"l"'S Fl. LAUBE 

PHILIP..!. GI,o,CIN","I • ..!R 

STEVE.N..!. UNTIEDT 

-t/.-

..!EF"F"FlEY D. C ... \\I0RE.Y 

L. YN NE R. l ... S.c1Y 

0 ....... ,05. GO"'DON November 7, 1988 
KEN NET.., ¥. WITHIOFISPOON 

JOSEPH A H ... YES 

ED ....... RO I. SILVERM,o,N 

CYNOY DAY·WILSON 

Mr. John Demoulley 
Executive Director 
California Law Revision 
4000 Middlefield Road, 
Palo Alto, California 

Dear John: 

Commission 
Suite 0-2 

94303-4739 

HARq)' HARGRE ....... ES 

"'E.TIRED 

JO ... N H. 6 ... RRET:" 

RET·RE.O 

I support the October 25, 1988, Tentative Recommen
dation of the California Law Revision Commission relating to 
Multiple-Party Accounts in Financial Institutions. Both the 
expansion to include all banks and savings and loan associa
tions, and the remedial aspects are salutary reforms of 
existing statutory and case law. 

RJB: jb 
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Stud'L1-1060 

« lAW wrv. CllIIIIR'II 

ftOV 091988 
WI LLIAM E. Fox 

ATTORNEY AT L.AW 

SIS-12TH STREET 

1". O. BOX 1756 

11'""111 

PASO ROBLES. CALIFORNIA 93447 

TELEPHONE 1805) 2.38-9571 

November 7, 1988 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Re: 

Gentlemen: 

Multiple-Party Accounts in Financial 
Institutions 

I have carefully read the recommendations you have made 
in reference to the above-captioned. 

The proposed legislation is very badly needed and will 
be very beneficial for the customers who use the banks 
and savings and loan institutions. 

I heartily endorse this legislation. 

Very truly yours, 

WEF/kat 

-5'-
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HENRY ANG£AB4UER. CPA awor WILLOW GLEN CT. 
~.CA"21 

St~dy L-I060 .;;:~ 

NOV 141988 
l.eU'E. 

-_. - .--.--~- - .. --, 

-.~-.". ---'---~~---~~-........f 

i 
~ 

-_._. -1 

.. _. __ ~_~ ___ ~~~ ' _____ ~ ___ ... __ .~_,._,._R'~' ____ ~' ____ ~_'_"--"" 
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DAVID B. FLINN 

EXHIBIT 7 

LAW on-ICES OF 

LELAND, PARACHINI, STEINBERG, 
FLINN, MATZGER & MELNICK 

333 MAR KET STR EET" 27TH FL.OOR 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 94105-2171 
TELE:PHONE: (415) 957-1800 

November 9, 1988 

California Law Revision commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Gentlemen: 

Study L-I060 

NOV 101988 
IEtEIVED 

TE::Le::x 27894' 
TE;LECOPIEA: (4J5) 974-1520 

In response to your request for comment on the tentative 
recommendation regarding "MULTIPLE-PARTY ACCOUNTS IN FINANCIAL 
INSTITUTIONS," Release #L-1060, we would like to briefly comment 
on proposed Probate Code section 5401. 

We feel that that section, and all of the sections taken 
as a whole, leave a possible ambiguity as to rights of withdrawal 
after notification of a change. In the hypothetical instance where 
two joint tenants own a bank account calling for withdrawal upon 
the signature of either of them, it appears to be the intention of 
the proposed revisions that should one of the two parties give the 
institution notice terminating the survivorship rights, so that the 
account becomes one of tenancy in common, that nonetheless either 
party still remains able to withdraw all of the funds and the bank 
will not be liable in that instance. However, the code section 
proposals never specifically say that. To protect financial insti
tutions from unreasonable claims by co-tenants following such 
withdrawals, we believe that Section 5401 should include a specific 
provision that notification pursuant to the new language added as 
Subdivision (c) of Section 5303 does not affect the right of either 
party to withdraw any or all of the funds in the account. 

DBF:js 
l1\DBF\Misc 
LawRev.ltr 

Sincerely, 

~6,L 
David B. Flinn ~ 

-1-
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFOR:,;"IA, DAVIS 

BERKELEY • DAVIS • mvn,E • LOS AKGELES • RIVERSIDE • SAN DIEGO • SA:-.r FRANCISCO SANTA BARBARA • 5ANT A CRUZ 

SCHOOL OF LAW 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

DAVIS, CALIFORNIA 956 I 6 
(. Ulf REV. COIIIrN 

NOV 161988 

November 8, 1988 

I am writing about the tentative recommendation relating to multiple
party accounts in financial institutions. 

I teach trust and estates and property law at the above school. 

I approve of the tentative recommendation and feel that it is long 
overdue. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. 

JCD/lsh 

-8-

Sincerely, 

<~Cl~ 
Joel C. Dobris 
Professor of Law 
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SUITE 1700 

610 NEWPORT CENTER DRIVE 

NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA 92660 II(I'1jI1i1 

November 23, 1988 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, suite 0-2 
Palo Alto, California 94303-4739 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen: 

I have comments about several recently-issued 
tentative recommendations that I wish to submit for your 
consideration. 

Multiple-Party Accounts and Financial Institutions 

I have one observation and one suggestion with 
respect to this recommendation. First, the observation: I 
believe footnote 8 to the introduction dated October 25, 1988 
is incorrect. It states that the California Supreme Court has 
denied the petition for hearing in the Propst case. I am 
informed by the clerk of the Supreme Court, however, that on 
October 27, 1988, the court granted the petition for hearing. 
Second, the suggestion: Apply a survivorship feature only to 
an account explicitly designated as a "joint tenancy" account. 

Although I have performed no empirical study, I have 
the impression that tenancy-in-common accounts are often used 
by siblings, business partners or others who may have no 
intent to have a survivorship feature. They also are used 
occasionally by married persons who want to let either spouse 
manage, but provide assets to persons other than the surviving 
spouse at the first death. Because the traditional 
distinction in California law that survivors own all of a 
joint tenancy account while a decedent's interest in an 
account that is dominated as tenancy-in-common or community 
property is subject to disposition by the decedent's will (in 
the case of community property) or automatically becomes part 
of the decedent's estate (in the case of a tenancy in common) 
is familiar to many of my clients, adding an "automatic" 
survivorship feature will lead to at least some confusion and 
misunderstanding. It likely will reduce the property subject 

-tt-
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to a decedent's testamentary disposition in a way that will 
not be perceived by the uninformed. Particularly because of 
the increasing prevalence of large certificates of deposit 
that may be held in some joint ownership form, this leads to 
the likelihood of inadvertently making or over-funding gifts 
to those with whom joint accounts are maintained. While the 
unlimited marital deduction allows this to take place between 
spouses without generating any tax cost at the first death, 
the same may not be true at the second death and certainly is 
not true in the case of non-spousal joint owners. I strongly 
favor the traditional distinction between joint tenancy with 
its survivorship feature and tenancy in common or community 
property without that "automatic" feature. 

Insofar as married persons are concerned, we could 
apply a rebuttal presumption that any funds held in a 
tenancy-in-common account are, in fact, community property and 
avoid the need for probate administration of both community 
property and tenancy-in-common accounts if the decedent does 
not leave a will providing for disposition other than to the 
surviving spouse. 

But for the suggestion about survivorship, I 
heartily endorse the expansion of the multi-party accounts law 
to include banks and savings and loan associations. 

Notice of @zuditOI§ ? 

of the 
that the proposed revision of 
be amended to provide that: 

"(1) Neitn 
representing 
knowledge of 
more than 15 

the creditor nor the attorney 
e creditor in the matter 

th dministration of th 
days fore the " 

I suggest SUbsection ( eted from section 
9053 or be rewritten in light of Although one might 
read Tulsa to apply only to the e ect eness of short claim 
periods that are not self-exec ng, bot reditors and 
beneficiaries of decedents' tates would Detter served by 
providing notice to "reas ably ascertainable reditors 
rather than simply pro . ing them an additional iod of time 
within which to pres claims. Indeed, I suggest notice 
provision, itself e rewritten to incorporate the 
Court's phrase that the personal representative has an 
affirmative ob gation to notify both known and "reasonably 
ascertainable creditors. 

-/0-
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there is a dispute, th 
the court should not be i 
outset of a relationship -
personal representative, or 
beneficiaries, is appropria 
statutory system or mand 
reduces price competi . n in 
conSI,llftC'5:judicial sources. 

Very truly yours, 
~ . 

//.~/~ 
~sell G. Allen 

RGA/br 

the 

-11-
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ESTATE PLANNING, TRUST AND 
PROBATE LAW SECTION 

THE STATE BAR OF CALIFORNIA 

""'. 
IRWIN D. GOLDRrnG, La. A...,.,r... 

JAMBS V. QUILLINAN, AI"""lD'" V,;,lII 

Ad ..... o ..... 
KATHRYN A. BALLBUN, r-..u,..tr. 
D. KEITH BILTER, 8M J!i'r.....n..,o 
HERMIONE It BROWN, to. ~k' 
LLOYD W.HOMER, C-pfwU 

KENNBTH M. KLUG, FrnIUl 
JAY ROSS MacMAHON. &11. R~ 
LEONARD W. POLLARD, II, Sa,., DiqrJ 
WD.lJAMV. SCHMIDT, CBlt<lJfUQ 
ANN E. STODDEN, Lo.o AJI,III'/Q 
JAMES A. WILLETT, SoC!l'"Oi'MIItP 

JANB'T L. WRIGfIT, ~."" 

Tdn;"ol Adw.or 
MA'M'HD S. RAE, Jr., r.o. Arlfrie. 

s.ctiorI-Adllu",iri",,.,.. 
PRES ZABLAN' SOBERON, s..... I'rwleiftlo 

John H. DeMoullY 
Executive Director 

555 FRANKLIN STREET 

SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102 

(415) 561-8200 

December 5, 1988 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Room D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 

REPLY TO: 

Re: LRC Memo 88-20 and TR-Multiple Party Accounts. 

Dear John: 

CA UW ",1''' ,.110 ~~ ~U,~ 

DEC 06 J!:/88 

I I ,., V_' D 
E:I:I!ie..tiIJol!Corn....i_ 

CLARK R. BYAM, PoNdmo 
hllCHAI:L G. DESMAIVtJS, S.". "
ANDREW S. GARB, l.ot A,..w.. 
IRWIN D. GOLDRJNG, Z- AqIot. 
,10HN A. GROMALA, Bllrfto: 
LYNN P. HART,S .... ~"
... NNE K. HILOR, l..N AM,pfH 

wtU.IAM L. HOIfIINGTON,'" ~ 
BIkATIUCI!: LAlIH..EY-LAW80N'.I..o.A...,ne. 
VALERIE~. MERRrrr, Z-~ 
BARBARA J. MILI..ER, OClifcnal 
JAMES V. QUlLLINAN, VOIlIItDin. Vinu 
BRUCE S. ROSS,.r..o. Anp.a 
STERLING L. ROes, .nt, Ni!.! Velky 
MleHAn V. VOIJ.MER,ln.\iM 

I have enclosed copies of Ken Klug's report on memo 88-20 and 
Team 2's report of Multiple Party Account Tentative Recommendation. 
The reports have not been reviewed by the Executive Committee and 

_ represent the opinions of the authors only. The reports are to 
assist in the technical and substantive review of those sections 
involved. 

JVQ!hl 
Encls. 
cc: Valerie Merritt 

Terry Ross lrv Goldring 

~/.2.-

- ---------------

y~~ 
ame V. Qu' linan 
tto ney at Law 

, 

I 
-1 
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TO; 

FROM; 

DATE: 

JAMES V. QUILLINAN 
IRWIN D. GOLDRING 
STERLING L. ROSS 
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 

VALERIE J. MERRITT 

DECEMBER 1, 1988 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMISSION 
TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION RELATING TO MULTIPLE-PARTY 
ACCOUNTS IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

The Tentative Recommendation is much batter than the 

prior versions of the proposed legislation and is definitely a 

movement in the right direction. On the other hand, it still 

contains language that the Executive committee shOUld ba 

concerned about and objected to in the past. 

The proposed statute still does not adequately address 

the issue of tenancy in common accounts or accounts held in 

community property title. The definition ot wmultiple-party 

account· in section 5132 does not include such accounts. Thus, -. 
when Section 5302(d) refers to the death of a party to a 

wmultipla-party accountw other than a joint account, a P.O.D. 

account or a trust account, it does not make sensa as there is no 

such multiple-party account under the terms of the statute. We 

propos. that Section 5132 be reworded to add a new subsection to 

read in language along the lines of: 

-/3-
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-(d) a tenancy in common or other account between two or 

more parties Where the rights to receive the account at the 

death of a party are not determined by the contract of 

deposit of funds.-

Then, the definition of -joint account- in Section 5130 should be 

modified to read: 

-Joint account- means an account payable on request to one 

or more of two or more parties, which contains the 

survivorship features set forth in Section 5302{a) , whether 

or not the word ·survivorship- is used in the designation of 

the account.-

'T{;KiJ Taken together, these changes in the definitions would qo a long 

'-- -' 

way toward removinq the internal contractions of the statute and 

addressing some of the concerns previously expressed by the 

Executive Committe •• 

In the past, we have raised concerns about the language 

of S5203{b), which we believe ahows no desire to inform or 

protect the consumer. The statute continue. to explicitly excuse 

the requirement that the consumer be told of the survivorship 

feature of joint accounts. While we have no desire to impoee the 

exact wording of S5203{a) on financial institutions, we believe 

that substantial compliance is the better standard. Furthermore, 

the last sentence of SS203(b) as currently worded is contusing 

-/1-
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and misleading. We belIeve the essence of civil 5683(a) shQuld 

(~<;' be continued in this section and suqqest that it be rewritten. 

As a point to commence discussion, wesugqest the following 

langage for S5203(b); 

Cb) Use of the form language provided in this section 

is not necessary to create an account that is governed by 

this part. A contract of deposit should substantially 

comply with the meaning and intent of the form language and 

infcrm the parties establishing the account of any 

survivorship features of the form of account chosen. If the 

form of language chosen substantially complies, the 

provisions of this part qovern the type of account and the 

rights of the parties thereunder. A -joint tenancy- account 

is presumed to substantially comply with the form of 

language for a -joint account.-

While we are not thoroughly pleased with the last sentence of the 

proposed modification, we believs it recognizes some lay 

understanding of the term, even though the experience of the 

members of our Executive Committee indicates that many, if not 

most, members af the lay community da not understand the 

implications of joint tenancy title. 

Proposed Section 5306 is misplaced. It should be moved 

to a position between 55203 and 5204. The .ection also needs 

some rewording. Despite the introductory claus.'. implication, 

-I$'-
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S5302 does not oontradict S5306. The introductory clause should 

either be deleted or revised to refer to 55203, which does 

contradict 55306 as both ot those p~ovi.ions currently read. 

Better yet, we would like to see 55203(b) rewritten to remove the 

contradiction and this section rewritten and renumbered as 

follows: 

'5203.5 For the purposes of this chapter, if an 

account is established as a wtenancy in common' account, no 

right of survivorship arisee from the terms of the account 

or under section 5302 unl.s. the term. of the account or 

deposit agreement expressly provide tor survivorship.' 

While we believe the last clause (starting with 'unless') is 

inherently at odds with a tenancy in common form ot title, we 

believe that the conscious decision to establlah an account with 

survivorship features should not be overridden by the niceties of 

til;,le. 

We have other technical comments but they are less important 

than these issues. 

Finally, a question should be raised as to whether these 

provisions belonq in the Probata Code at all. It may be more 

appropriate to place these provisions in either the Financial 

Code or in the civil Code. This suqqestion was not previouely 



( 

discussea by the EXecutive Committee, but is raisea after we 

notea that most of the conforming amendments were to provisions 

1;:_:,:; in the Financial Code. 

:...: . 

I 
\ 

\ 
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EXHIBIT 11 -----

LAW OFFICES OF 

VAUGHAN, ~"UL & LYONS 
1418 MILLS TOWER 

220 BUSH STREET 

SAN FR .... NCISCO 94104 

!AlES) 35012-)423 

December 6, 1988 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

Gentlemen: 

Re: #L-1060 
Multiple Party Accounts in 
Financial Institutions 

Study L-I060 

Cl IJW m. CDIIII'II 

DEC 071988 
•• (IIVID 

I approve heartily of this Tentative Recommendation. 

The changes proposed will make statutory provisions 

conform to the common understanding when multiple-party 

accounts are established in banks. 

Very truly yours, 

Of~cotq 
Jog;. G. Lyons 

JGL:car 
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BANKCAI..j ------
THE BANK OF CALIFORNIA 

(415) 765-2555 

December 6, 1988 

California Law Revision Commission 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite 0-2 
Palo Alto CA 94303-4739 

Dear Commissioners: 

Study L-I060 

(~ lAW RN. COMM'N 

DEC 071988 
RECEIVED 

This responds to requests for comments on your October 1988 
tentative recommendation relating to multiple party accounts in 
financial institutions. We support the concept of extending to 
all financial institutions the present Probate Code provisions 
relating to multiple party accounts, thereby making the rules 
uniform across the industry. However, the California Bankers 
Association ("CBA") is currently developing a revised banking law 
which overlaps with the subject matter you are considering. We 
urge the Law Revision Commission and the CBA to coordinate their 
efforts, and are forwarding this suggestion to the CBA by copy of 
thi s letter. 

We also suggest that any multiple party accounts law protect 
financial institutions for payments made in accordance with 
Totten trusts, as well as pay on death designations. Perhaps the 
definition of pay on death accounts could include Totten trusts. 

Thank you for considering our comments. 

Very trnly yours, 

'iMA!u-6-- :?A-eAv,~LclrMliL 
Kathleen Quenneville 
Vice President and Counsel 

cc: R. Blair Reynolds, SVP & General Counsel 
California Bankers Association 

kq/AA251 

400 CALIFORNIA STREET ~ P. O. BOX 45000' SAN FRANCISCO· CALIFORNIA 94145·415 765-0400 
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IIC""'I 
C" • ~ .. , -~ 

OFFICE OF 

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR 

RAYMOND L. CARRILLO 
COWI'1'" & PubliC Admoni5l,,,tor 

Mr. Nathaniel Sterling 
Executive Secretary 
Law Revision Commission 
400 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 
Palo Alto, California 94393-4739 

1420 Citru~ Avenue 
Riverside, California 92507 

(7141 369-0450 

December 9, 1988 

REPLY TO 

Re: MULTIPLE - PARTY ACCOUNTS IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

Dear Mr. Sterling: 

DEL, 

11(11 11 18 

JACQUELINE CANNON 

Admini'll'al<r 

Jacqueline Cannon 

This is to inform you that I am in agreement to the proposed changes to 
the Multiple Party Accounts in Financial Institutions. 

Sincerely, 

RAYMOND L. CARRILLO 

JC:jj 

cc: Raymond L. Carrillo 
Coroner/Public Administrator 

-------------
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

California Law Revision Commission 

TENTATIVE RECOMMENDATION 

relating to 

~TIPLK-PARTY ACCOUNTS IN FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

October 1988 

This tentative recommendation is being distributed so that 
interested persons will be advised of the Commission's tentative 
conclusions and can make their views MOwn to the Commission. Any 
comments sent to the Commission will be a part of the public record and 
will be considered at a public meeting when the Commission determines 
the provisions it will include in legislation the Commission plans to 
recommend to the Legislature in 1989. It is just as important to 
advise the Commission that you approve the tentative recommendation as 
it is to advise the Commission that you believe revisions should be 
made in the tentative recommendation. 

COMMENTS ON THIS TENTATIVE RECOMMEBDATION SHOULD BE RECEIVED BY 
THE COMMISSION NOT ~ THAN DECEMBER 10,1988. 

The Commission often substantially revises tentative 
recommendations as a result of the comments it receives~ Hence, this 
tentative recommendation is not necessarily the recommendation the 
Commission will submit to the Legislature. 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMISSION 
4000 Middlefield Road, Suite D-2 

Palo Alto, CA 94303-4739 

- --------_ .. _---_. 



STATE OF CALIFORNIA GEORGE DEUKMEJIAN, Governor 

CALIFORNIA LAW REVISION COMMISSION 
4000 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD, SUITE D·2 
PALO ALTO, CA 94303-4739 
(415) 49 .. 133.5 

LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 

The existing California Multiple-Party Accounts Law applies only 
to accounts held by credit unions and industrial loan companies. This 
tentative recommendation proposes to extend the coverage of the law to 
include accounts held by banks and savings and loan associations. 

Present law applicable to banks and savings and loan associations 
associations presumes that funds in a joint account belong equally to 
the parties during their lifetimes, without regard to how much each 
contributed to the account. The California Multiple-Party Accounts Law 
conforms to the common understanding of depositors by presuming that 
funds in a joint account belong to the parties during lifetime in 
proportion to their net contributions. 

A recent Court of Appeal decision held that a joint tenant of a 
bank account could not sever the joint tenancy without the consent of 
the other joint tenant. The court held that property purchased with 
the funds withdrawn from the account was subject to the survivorship 
right of the nonconsenting joint tenant. The California Multiple-Party 
Accounts Law gives the opposite result; it permits a person having the 
present right of withdrawal to sever the joint tenancy by withdrawing 
the funds from the account. Withdrawal of the funds would not, 
however, affect the ownership rights of the parties to the funds 
withdrawn. 

When married persons deposit community funds in a joint tenancy 
bank or savings and loan association account, confusion arises whether 
the funds continue to be communi ty property or are converted into a 
true common law joint tenancy. The California Multiple-Party Accounts 
Law provides a rebuttable presumption that funds deposited by married 
persons in an account to which they are both parties are presumed to be 
their community property. 

The Tentative Recommendation would provide a uniform body of law 
to apply to accounts held in all types of financial institutions. It 
would improve the law applicable to banks and savings and loan 
associations by adopting the better rules of the California 
Multiple-Party Accounts Law. In addition, the Tentative Recommendation 
would make other improvements in the California Multiple-Party Accounts 
Law. 

---.---._._----



INTRODUCTION 

jd671 
10/25/88 

The California Multiple-Party Accounts Law (CAM-PAL) was enacted 

in 1983. 1 CAM-PAL improved and clarified the law governing rights 

between parties to a multiple-party account2 and protects the 

financial institution from liability when it makes payment according to 

the terms of the account. 3 CAM-PAL enacted the substance of Part 1 of 

Article VI of the Uniform Probate Code. 4 At least 26 states have 

1. Prob. Code §§ 5100-5407, enacted by 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 92. 

2. Prob. Code §§ 5301-5306. The statute recognizes three types of 
multiple-party accounts: 

(1) The joint account. This is an account payable on request to 
one or more of two or more parties. 

(2) The P.O.D. account. This is an account payable on request (i) 
to one person during lifetime and on the death of that person to one or 
more P.O.D. payees or (ii) to one or more persons during their 
lifetimes and on the death of all of them to one or more P.O.D. payees. 

(3) The Totten trust account. This is an account in the name of 
one or more peraona as trustee for one or more beneficiaries where (i) 
the relationship is established by the form of the account and the 
deposit agreement with the financial inatitution and (ii) there is no 
subject of the trust other than the sums on deposit in the account. 

3. Prob. Code §§ 5401-5407. 

4. Uniform Probate Code §§ 6-101 to 6-113 (1982). The California 
statute omits Section 6-107 of the Uniform Probate Code (rights of 
creditors) and adds a new provision (Prob. Code § 5305) creating a 
community property presumption when community property is deposited by 
married persons. Although the Commission believes that the rule stated 
in UPC Section 6-107 is a desirable one, the section is not included in 
this recommendation. The Commiasion is giving further study to 
creditors' rights against nonprobate assets of the decedent, how 
liability for debts may be allocated fairly among such assets, and what 
the procedure should be for creditors to reach them. 

-1-
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enacted legislation drawn from this article of the Uniform Probate 

Code. 5 

CAM-PAL was enacted upon recommendation of the California Law 

Revision Commission. 6 The bill that proposed CAM-PAL would have 

applied the statute to multiple-party accounts in all California 

financial institutions. But the bill was amended to make the statute 

apply only to credit unions and industrial loan companies. 7 

A 1988 California court of appeal decision demonstrated the need 

to include banks and savings and loan associations under CAM-PAL. In 

5. Alaska Stat. §§ 13.31.005 to 13.31.070 (1985); Ariz. Rev. Stat. 
Ann. §§ 14-6101 to 14-6201 (1975); Cal. Prob. Code §§ 5100 to 5407 
(West Supp. 1988); Colo. Rev. Stat. §§ 15-15-101 to 15-15-201 (1987); 
Ga. Code Ann. §§ 7-1-810 to 7-1-821 (1982); Hawaii Rev. Stat. 
§§ 560:6-101 to 560:6-113 (1985); Idaho Code §§ 15-6-101 to 15-6-201 
(1979); Ind. Code Ann. §§ 32-4-1.5-1 to 32-4-1.5-14 (West 1979); Ky. 
Rev. Stat. §§ 391.300 to 391.360 (1978); Me. Rev. Stat. tit. 18-A, 
§§ 6-101 to 6-201 (1981); Mich. Stat. Ann. §§ 23.510(1) to 23.510(14) 
(1983) (limited to credit unions); Minn. Stat. Ann. §§ 528.01 to 528.14 
(West 1975 & Supp. 1988); Neb. Rev. Stat. §§ 30-2701 to 30-2714 (1985); 
Nev. Rev. Stat. §§ 678.570-678.650 (1986) (limited to credit unions); 
N.J. Stat. Ann. §§ 17:161-1 to 17:161-17 (West 1984 & Supp. 1988); N.M. 
Stat. Ann. §§ 45-6-101 to 45-6-201 (1978); N.D. Cent. Code 
§§ 30.1-31-01 to 30.1-31-14 (1976 & Supp. 1987); Or. Rev. Stat. 
§§ 708.600 to 708.656 (1985); 20 Pa. Cons. Stat. Ann. tit. 20, §§ 6301 
to 6306 (Purdon Supp. 1988); S. C. Code Ann. §§ 62-6-101 to 62-6-201 
(Law. Co-op. 1987 & Supp. 1987); S.D. Codified Laws Ann. §§ 30-23-43 to 
30-23-55 (Supp. 1988); Tex. Prob. Code Ann. §§ 436 to 450 (Vernon 1980 
& Supp. 1988); Utah Code Ann. §§ 75-6-101 to 75-6-201 (1978 & Supp. 
1988); Va. Code §§ 6.1-125.1 to 6.1-125.14 (1988); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. 
§§ 30.22.010-30.22-900 (1988); Wis. Stat. Ann. §§ 705.01 to 705.08 
(West 1981 & Supp. 1987). Two of these states--South Carolina and 
South Dakota--enacted their statutes after the California 
Multiple-Party Accounts Law was enacted in 1983. A Multiple Party 
Accounts Law will be proposed by the Missouri Bar for enactment at the 
1989 session of the Missouri Legislature. The bill is a result of a 
more than three-year study by The Missouri Bar Probate and Trust 
Committee. 

6. See Recommendation Relating to Nonprobate Transfers, 16 Cal. L. 
Revision Comm'n Reports 129 (1982). An earlier study of the Uniform 
Probate Code by the State Bar of California reached the following 
conclusion: "The provisions of Part 1 of Article VI clarifying the 
rights and obligations of the financial institution and depositors in 
multiple-party accounts have considerable merit, and their addition to 
California's present statutory scheme would be beneficial." State Bar 
of California, The Uniform Probate Code: Analysis and Critique 188-89 
(1973) • 

7. See Prob. Code § 5101(c). 
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Estate of Propst,8 the court held that one joint tenant could not 

sever a joint tenancy bank account wi thout the consent of the other 

joint tenant. The court held that property purchased with funds 

withdrawn from the joint tenancy bank account was subject to the 

survivorship rights of the nonconsenting joint tenant. 9 The Propst 

decision followed a line of previously decided cases. 10 

Family law practitioners are concerned about the limitation on the 

ability of one spouse to eliminate survivorship rights in a joint 

8. 203 Cal. App. 3d 993, _ Cal. Rptr. _ (Aug. 1988) (opinion on 
rehearing). The court granted a rehearing in this case and refiled the 
same opinion after rehearing. Review by the California Supreme Court 
was denied, and the Supreme Court directed that the appellate court 
opinion not be published in the official reports. 

9. See Cordasco v. Sca1ero, 203 Cal. App. 2d 95, 105, 21 Cal. Rptr. 
339 (1962) ("where community personal property or any other personal 
property, no matter what its original form might have been, has been 
changed by the parties to joint ownership during the joint lives of the 
owners, the funds so changed to joint tenancy, or any property acquired 
from the funds held in joint tenancy, will remain joint tenancy in 
character, unless there has been a change in the character of the 
property by some agreement between the parties."). The court in Estate 
of Propst, supra, note 8, stated that this was the rule that prevailed 
in California. 

10. Fish v. Security-First Nat. Bank, 31 Cal. 2d 378, 387, 189 P.2d 10 
(1948) ("proceeds of joint tenancy property, in the absence of contrary 
agreement, retain the character of the property from which they are 
acquired"); Estate of Drucker, 152 Cal. App. 3d 509, 512, 199 Cal. Rptr 
345 (1984) (dictum); Cordasco v. Scalero, 203 Cal. App. 2d 95, 105, 21 
Cal. Rptr. 339 (1962); Estate of McCoin, 9 Cal. App. 2d 480, 50 P.2d 
114 (1935). See also Estate of Harris, 9 Cal. 2d 649, 72 P. 2d 873 
(1937); In re Kessler, 217 Cal. 32, 35, 17 P.2d 117 (1932); Estate of 
Harris, 169 Cal. 725, 147 P. 967 (1915); Estate of Zeisel, 143 Cal. 
App. 3d 516, 523-524, 192 Cal. Rptr. 25 (1983); Taylor v. 
Crocker-Citizens Nat. Bank, 258 Cal. App. 2d 682, 688, 65 Cal. Rptr. 
771 (1968); Doran v. Hibernia Savings & Loan Soc., 80 Cal. App. 2d 790, 
795, 182 P.2d 630 (1947); Wallace v. Riley, 23 Cal. App. 2d 654, 665, 
74 P.2d 807 (1937). In Bliss v. Martin, 74 Cal. App. 2d 500, 515, 169 
P.2d 61 (1946), Justice Peters, dissenting, states: "I personally 
believe that the rule in California is wrong . . . • If there is to be 
a change in that rule at this late date it should be accomplished by 
the Supreme Court and not by a lower appellate court." 

Where it is shown that the account is a convenience account rather 
than a true joint tenancy account, rights of survivorship are 
terminated when the owner of the funds withdraws the funds from the 
account and deposits them in a new account. E.g., Patterson v. 
Comastri, 39 Cal. 2d 66, 244 P.2d 902 (1952). 
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account held by a married couple in a bank or savings and loan 

association. Where the spouses are estranged, one spouse cannot by 

unilateral action terminate the rights of survivorship with respect to 

funds in a joint account. As a result, after the death of one spouse, 

the surviving spouse may make a claim based on the survivorship right 

to funds withdrawn from a joint account by the deceased spouse or to 

property the deceased spouse acquired with those funds. 

In addition, in a marriage dissolution proceeding, it is unclear 

whether the deposit of separate property funds in a joint account will 

be held to be a gift of one half of the funds to the other spouse or 

whether the interests of the spouses in the funds deposited in the 

account can be shown by tracing the funds in the account to a separate 

property source. 

Estate planning also is hampered by the inability of one party to 

a joint account in a bank or savings and loan association to eliminate 

survivorship rights by either changing the terms of the' account or 

withdrawing funds from the account. 11 Moreover, if a joint tenant 

cannot eliminate the right of survivorship by withdrawing the funds 

from the joint account, the likelihood of litigation is increased for 

that joint tenant will attempt to defeat the right of survivorship by 

seeking to establish that the account was not a true joint tenancy 

account. 12 

For these reasons, practitioners generally agree that remedial 

legislation is urgently needed (1) to permit a joint tenant having a 

present right of withdrawal to eliminate survivorship rights in a joint 

tenancy bank account without the consent of the other joint tenants and 

(2) to clarify the ownership of funds deposited in a joint bank account. 

11. See IX CEB Estate Planning and California Probate Reporter 146 
(1988). 

12. If the account is a convenience account rather than a true joint 
tenancy account, rights of survivorship can be terminated by 
withdrawing the funds from the account and depositing them in another 
account in the name of the owner of the funds. E. g., Patterson v. 
Comastri, 39 Cal. 2d 66, 244 P.2d 902 (1952). 
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Extension of CAM-PAL to all banks and savings and loan 

associations would provide the appropriate rules governing these 

matters. Under CAM-PAL, the right of survivorship can be terminated by 

the unilateral act of a party having a present right of withdrawal from 

the account. 13 In addition, the source of the funds deposited is 

taken into account in determining the interests in funds deposited in 

or withdrawn from a joint account. 14 

Banks and savings and loan associations asked to be excluded from 

CAM-PAL in 1983 because they were concerned about possible uncertainty 

in applying the new law. 15 The Commission has reviewed the experience 

under CAM-PAL since its enactment in 1983. The credit unions are 

satisfied with the statute. 16 It serves credit union members well by 

offering several types of accounts that serve particular savings or 

transaction needs .17 At the same time, the statute gives the credit 

union substantial protection when it transacts business with members 

who are parties to a multiple-party account. 18 The credit unions have 

had no difficulty in implementing the statute or in operating under it. 

13. Under CAM-PAL, rights of survivorship are determined by the form 
of the account at the death of a party, and a joint tenant with a 
present right of wi thdrawal can change the terms of the account to 
eliminate rights of survival. Prob. Code § 5303. 

14. See Prob. Code § 530l(a). See also Prob. Code § 5305. 

15. CAM-PAL 
companies j it 
associa tions. 
institution") • 

applies 
does 
See 

only to 
not apply 
Prob. Code 

credit unions and industrial loan 
to banks and savings and loan 

§ 5l0l(c) (defining "financial 

16. Letter from Larry J. Cox, Director of Governmental Relations, 
California Credit Union League, to John H. DeMoully (Dec. 26, 1985) (on 
file in office of Law Revision Commission). 

17. The California Multiple-Parties Account Law gives the financial 
institution a greater ability to provide the appropriate form of 
account for the parties to a multiple-party account. See letter from 
Larry J. Cox, Director of Governmental Relations, California Credit 
Union League, to John H. DeMoully (Dec. 26, 1985) (on file in office of 
Law Revision Commission). 

18. See Prob. Code §§ 5401-5407. 
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The Commission recommends that the California Multiple-Party 

Accounts Law be broadened to include banks and savings and loan 

associations. This will provide a carefully drafted solution to the 

problem revealed by the Propst case. It will make uniform the law 

governing rights between parties to multiple-party accounts, whether 

the account is held by a bank, savings and loan association, credit 

union, or industrial loan company. Broadening CAM-PAL to include banks 

and savings and loan associations would not create operational problems 

for these financial institutions; the CAM-PAL provisions governing 

rights of the parties to the account are relevant only to controversies 

between the parties and their creditors and other successors, and these 

provisions have no bearing on the duties of the financial 

institution. 19 Extending the CAM-PAL to banks and savings and loan 

associations will give them the same protection against liability that 

credit uniona and industrial loan companies now have. 20 

RIGHT OF SURVIVORSHIP 

Under present law applicable to banks and savings and loan 

associations, the right of survivorship in a joint tenancy account 

cannot be terminated without the consent of the other joint tenants, 

and property purchased with funds withdrawn from the joint tenancy 

account remains subject to the survivorship rights of the nonconsenting 

19. Prob. Code § 5201. Section 5201 provides: 

5201. (a) The provisions of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 
5301) concerning beneficial ownership as between parties, or as 
between parties and P.O.D. payees or beneficiaries of 
multiple-party accounts, are relevant only to controversies 
between these persons and their creditors and other successors, 
and have no bearing on the power of withdrawal of these persons as 
determined by the terms of account contracts. 

(b) The provisions of Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 5401) 
govern the liability of financial institutions who make payments 
pursuant to that chapter. 

20. See Prob. Code §§ 5401-5407. 
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joint tenant. 21 Extending CAM-PAL to banks and savings and loan 

associations would change this rule to permit a joint tenant having a 

present right of withdrawal to eliminate survivorship rights in a joint 

tenancy account without the consent of the other joint tenants. In 

addition, this extension would make applicable the provisions of 

CAM-PAL that govern the rights during lifetime to funds deposited in 

and withdrawn from a joint account. 22 

CAM-PAL also strengthens the right of survivorship by requiring 

clear and convincing evidence of a contrary intent,23 and by providing 

that survivorship cannot be changed or defeated by a party's wi1l. 24 

Most people who use a joint account or Totten trust account want the 

survivor or survivors to have all balances remaining at death. 25 

CAM-PAL gives effect to this intent and minimizes the likelihood that 

litigation will be brought to defeat the right of survivorship. 

RIGHTS DURING LIFETIME 

Present law applicable to banks and savings and loan associations 

presumes that funds in a joint account belong equally to the parties 

during their lifetimes, without regard to how much each contributed to 

the account. 26 But a person who deposits funds in a multiple-party 

account normally does not intend to make an irrevocable present gift of 

21. See supra note 10. 

22. See Prob. Code §§ 5301, 5305. 

23. Prob. Code § 5302. Under existing law applicable to bank and 
savings and loan association accounts, it is a difficult burden to 
overcome the presumption of survivorship intent. See, e.g., In re 
Marriage of Mahone, 123 Cal. App. 3d 17, 176 Cal. Rptr. 274 (1981); 
Sims, Consequences of Depositing Separate Property in Joint Bank 
Accounts, 54 Cal. St. B.J. 452 (1979). 

24. Prob. Code § 5302(e). 

25. Uniform Probate Code § 6-104 comment; Griffith, Community Property 
in Joint Tenancy Form, 14 Stan. L. Rev. 87, 90, 95, 108 (1961). 

26. See Wallace v. Riley, 23 Cal. App. 2d 654, 664, 74 P.2d 807 (1937). 
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any part of the funds deposited,27 and many people believe that 

depositing funds in a joint account in a bank or savings and loan 

association has no effect on ownership of the funds until death. 28 

The California Multiple-Party Accounts Law conforms to the common 

understanding of depositors by presuming that funds in a joint account 

belong to the parties during lifetime in proportion to their net 

contributions. 29 This rule is consistent with the federal gift tax 

rule that no completed gift occurs when the account is opened; instead 

the gift occurs when the nondepositing party withdraws funds from the 

account. 30 

AGENCY ACCOUNTS 

All too frequently, an uninformed person will select a joint 

tenancy account as a convenience account. The person will deposit his 

or her funds in the account and make a friend or relative a joint 

tenant so that the friend or relative will be able to make withdrawals 

from the account for the use or benefit of the person making the 

deposit. A well advised person will open an account in his or her own 

name and give the friend or relative a power of attorney to make 

withdrawals from the account. This avoids giving the attorney-in-fact 

(agent) an apparent ownership right to the funds in the account, but 

permits the agent to make any necessary transactions with respect to 

the account. To encourage use of an agency account where appropriate, 

the proposed legislation adds to CAM-PAL a provision for a special 

27. Uniform Probate Code § 6-103 comment. 

28. State Bar of California, The Uniform Probate Code: Analysis and 
Critique 184-85 (1973). See generally Griffith, C01111lIUIlity Property in 
Joint Tenancy Form. 14 Stan. L. Rev. 87 (1961). 

29. Prob. Code § 5301 (a) • The presumpt ion may be overcome by clear 
and convincing evidence that the parties had some other intention. rd. 

30. Treas. Reg. § 25.2511-1 (1958). 
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power of attorney for account transactions. 31 This provision will not 

affect or limit the use of other powers of attorney in connection with 

accounts in financial institutions. 

TENANCY IN COMMON ACCOUNTS 

Under existing law, if a joint account was established as a 

"tenancy in common" account before the operative date of the California 

Multiple-Party Accounts Law, no right of survivorship arises from the 

terms of the account or under the provisions of the law. 32 This is 

consistent with common law, under which a tenancy in common did not 

include a right of survivorship.33 

However, if a tenancy in common account is established after the 

operative date of the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law,34 it is 

subject to the rule that a joint account carries with it a right of 

survivorship unless there is clear and convincing evidence of a 

31. Other states have added a similar provision to their version of 
this portion of the Uniform Probate Code. E.g., Minn. Stat. Ann. § 
528.16 (West 1975 & Supp. 1987); Or. Rev. Stat. § 708.661 (1985); Utah 
Code Ann. § 75-6-115 (1978 & Supp. 1987); Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 
30.22.170 (19--); Wis. Stat. Ann. § 705.05 (West 1981 & Supp. 1987). 

32. Prob. Code § 5306. 

33. CEo 4 B. Witkin, Summary of California Law Real Property § 262, at 
463-64 (9th ed. 1987) (real property). 

34. The standard account card form used by credit unions under the 
California Multiple-Party Accounts Law does not use the technical 
"tenancy in common" language. Instead the standard form indicates 
whether the depositor wants an account "[wlith right of survivorship 
(all shares shall pass to the surviving parties on the account)," or 
that "[u]pon the death of a party, that party's interest shall be paid 
to his/her designated beneficiary." Since there is no need to use 
"tenancy in common" language under the California Multiple-Party 
Accounts Law, the banks and savings and loan associations may follow 
the sound credit union practice of using clear, lay language to dispose 
of account funds at death. If so, the "tenancy in common" account will 
become a relic of history. The proposed law does not, however, 
preclude a bank or savings and loan association from continuing to 
offer "tenancy in common" accounts, so there may be tenancy in common 
accounts established after the proposed law goes into effect. 
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different intention. 35 It is not clear whether establishment of the 

account as a tenancy in common account is clear and convincing evidence 

of an intention not to have survivorship. 

The Commission recommends that tenancy in common accounts be 

treated as nonsurvivorship accounts, whether established before or 

after the operative date of the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law 

(July 1, 1984), unless the terms of the account or deposit agreement 

expressly provide for survivorship. Thua, the decedent's share of the 

account will be paid into the decedent's eatate to be administered with 

the decedent's other property. This is probably consistent with what 

most depositors intend when they establish a tenancy in common account. 

COMMUNITY PROPERTY 

Married persons may deposit community funds in a joint account, 

Totten trust account, or P.O.D. account in a financial institution. 

Under existing California law, if the account is held by a bank or 

savings and loan association, a presumption arises that the deposit of 

community funds in a joint account transmutes the funds into a true 

common law joint tenancy.36 However, if the presumption is overcome, 

the funds are treated as community property notwithstanding the joint 

tenancy form of the account. The result is a hybrid kind of property: 

35. Prob. Code § 5302(a). 

36. See Estate of McCoin, 9 Cal. App.2d 480, 50 P.2d 114 (1935) 
(presumption of transmutation); Schmedding v. Schmedding, 240 Cal. 
App.2d 312, 49 Cal. Rptr. 523 (1966) (presumption rebuttable). 
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community property in joint tenancy form. 37 Litigation may be 

necessary to determine whether the funds in the account are true common 

law joint tenancy funds or community property in joint tenancy form. 

Extending CAM-PAL to multiple-party accounts in a bank or savings 

and loan association would make it easier for married persons 

simultaneously to have the advantages of community property and the 

survivorship feature of joint tenancy property as they generally 

intend. The extension would eliminate the unrealistic presumption of 

transmutation that now applies to bank and ssvings 

accounts. This presumption would be replaced 

and loan association 

with a rebuttable38 

presumption that funds of married persons on deposit in an account to 

which they are both parties are presumed to be their community 

property, whether or not they are described in the deposit agreement as 

husband and wife. 

Extending CAM-PAL to accounts of married persons in banks and 

savings and loan associations also would make clear that a right of 

survivorship arising from the express terms of the account or by virtue 

37. Griffith, Community Property in Joint Tenancy Form, 14 Stan. L. 
Rev. 87 (1961). Courts in finding property to be community property 
notwithstanding its ostensible joint tenancy form have reached the 
following results: (1) The first spouse to die may dispose of his or 
her half by will; (2) creditors of the deceased spouse may reach the 
property to the same extent that they could reach any other community 
property; (3) tax authorities must treat the property as community, not 
joint tenancy, for all tax purposes; (4) an attempted gift or other 
transfer by one spouse without consent of the other causes no severance 
but may be set aside on discovery. Id. at 93-94. However, the 
property does not lose all the characteristics of joint tenancy since a 
bona fide purchaser is protected. See id. at 94. 

38. Under the California. Multiple-Party Accounts Law (Prob. Code 
§ 5305), the presumption may be rebutted (1) by tracing the funds from 
separate property (absent an agreement expressing a clear intent to 
transmute the funds to community property) or (2) by an agreement 
separate from the deposit agreement which expressly provides that the 
funds are not community property. I f separate funds have been so 
commingled with community funds that it is no longer possible to 
segregate one from the other, the separate funds will lose their 
separate character and be treated as community funds. See 7 B. Witkin, 
Summary of California Law Community Property §§ 33-34, at 5126-28 (8th 
ed. 1974). 
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of the statute cannot be changed by will.39 Existing law applicable 

to banks and savings and loan associations permits one spouse to 

dispose by will of half of the community property funds on deposit, 

thereby defeating the right of the other spouse to take the funds by 

survivorship. 40 CAM-PAL protects the right of the survivor by 

providing that survivorship rights cannot be changed or defeated by 

will.4l Adopting this rule for accounts held by banks and savings and 

loan associations will conform to the intent of most married persons: 

Married persons who deposit community funds in a survivorship account, 

whether a joint, P.O. D. , or Totten trust account, generally want to 

keep the benefits of community property during their lifetimes and to 

pass the funds at death to the survivor with a minimum of delay and 

expense. 42 

The Commission also recommends that it be made clear that an 

agreement between the spouses that funds on deposit traceable to 

separate property are instead community property must be in writing. 

This is consistent with the requirement that an agreement that the 

39. This provision--Prob. Code § 5305(c)--is consistent with the 
general rule under the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law that, 
although changes may be made in the deposit agreement during the 
lifetime of the depositors, the right of survivorship cannot be changed 
by will. Prob. Code § 5302(e). 

40. Under present law applicable to banks and savings and loan 
associations, the right of survivorship in a joint account or Totten 
trust account may be overcome by evidence that the depositor intended 
some other disposition of the funds. Supra note 22. Under the law 
applicable to banks and savings and loan aSSOCiations, if it is shown 
that the funds on deposit are community property despite the joint, 
Totten trust, or P.O.D. form of the account, each spouse may dispose of 
his or her half by will. See Prob. Code § 6101 (b); Brucks v. Home 
Federal Savings & Loan Ass 'n, 36 Cal. 2d 845, 852-53, 228 P. 2d 545 
(1951) (testamentary plan wholly inconsistent with terms of Totten 
trust revokes the trust). 

41. Prob. Code § 5305(c). 

42. See Griffith, Community Property in Joint Tenancy Form. 14 Stan. 
L. Rev. 87, 90, 95, 108 (1961). 
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funds are not communi ty property must be in writing, 43 and with the 

general requirement that transmutation agreements must be in writing.44 

PAYMENTS TO MINORS 

On death of a trustee of a Totten trust account, a bank may pay 

account funds directly to a minor beneficiary. 45 CAM-PAL does not 

permit payment directly to a minor beneficiary; it requires that 

payment be made to the minor's parent or guardian or be deposited 

by making 

in a 

the court-controlled account. 46 

CAM-PAL rule applicable to 

The law 

banks. 47 
will be improved 

That rule is the better rule and 

one that is consistent with general California law concerning payment 

to a minor. 48 

TRANSITIONAL PROVISION 

So that the extension of CAM-PAL will impose no significant 

financial burden on banks and savings and loan associations, the 

proposed legislation includes a transitional provision that makes clear 

that a financial institution has no duty to inform depositors and 

others of the enactment of the proposed legislation. A similar 

provision was included in CAM-PAL when it was enacted in 1983. 49 

43. Prob. Code § 5305. 

44. Civ. Code § 5110.730. 

45. Fin. Code § 853. 

46. Prob. Code § 5407. 

47. The recommended legislation also 
Multiple-Party Accounts Law to authorize 
pursuant to the California Uniform Transfers 
§§ 3900-3925). 

48. See Prob. Code §§ 3400-3413. 

49. 1983 Cal. Stat. ch. 92, § 6. 
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PROPOSED LEGISLATION 

REVISION OF THE CALIFORInA MULTIPLE-PARTY ACCOmrrS LAW 

Probate Code § 5100 <article heading added) 

SEC. An article heading is added immediately preceding 

Section 5100 of the Probate Code, to read: 

Article 1. Short Title 

Probate Code § 5101 (repealed). Definitions 

SEC. Section 5101 of the Probate Code is repealed. 
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Comment. The introductory portion of former Section 5101 is 
restated without substantive change in Section 5120 (application of 
definitions). Subdivision (a) is restated without substantive change 
in Section 5122 ("account" defined). Subdivision (b) is restated in 
Section 5126 ("beneficiary" defined) without substantive change. 

Subdivision (c) is superseded by Section 5128. Subdivision (c) 
defined "financial institution" to mean a credit union or industrial 
loan company. Under new Section 5128, "financial institution" also 
includes a bank, savings and loan association, and other like 
organization. See the Comment to Section 5128. 
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Subdivision (d) is continued without change in Section 5130. The 
first sentence of subdivision (e) is restated in Section 5132 without 
substantive change. The second sentence of subdivision (e) is restated 
without substantive change in subdivision (b) of Section 5122. 
Subdivision (f) is restated in Section 5134 without substantive 
change. Subdivision (g) is restated in Section 5136 without 
substantive change. Subdivision (h) is restated in Section 5138 
without substantive change. Subdivision (i) is continued without 
change in Section 5140. Subdivision (j) is continued without change in 
Section 5142. Subdivision (k) is continued without change in Section 
5144. Subdivision (1) is continued without change in Section 5146. 
Subdivision (m) is restated in Section 5148 without substantive 
change. Subdivision (n) is restated in Section 5150 without 
substantive change. The first, second, and fourth sentences of 
subdivision (0) are continued without substantive change in Section 
5152. The substance of the third sentence of subdivision (0) (added by 
1987 Cal. Stat. ch. 1045) is continued in Section 14868 of the 
Financial Code. Subdivision (p) is restated in Section 5154 without 
substantive change. 

Probate Code II 5120-5154 (added), Definitions 

SEC. Article 2 (commencing with Section 5120) is added to 

Chapter 1 of Part 1 of Division 5, to read: 

Article 2. Definitions 

§ 5120. Application of definitions 

5120. Unless the provision or context otherwise requires, the 

definitions in this article govern the construction of this part. 

Comment. Section 5120 restates without substantive change the 
introductory portion of former Section 5101. Section 5120 is 
consistent with the introductory clause of Uniform Probate Code Section 
6-101 (1982). 

§ 5122. Account 

5122. (a) "Account" means a contract of deposit of funds between 

a depositor and a financial institution, and includes a checking 

account, savings account, certificate of deposit, share account, and 

other like arrangement. 

(b) "Account" does not include: 

(1) An account established for deposit of funds of a partnership, 

joint venture, or other association for business purposes. 

(2) An account controlled by one or more persons as the duly 

authorized agent or trustee for a corporation, unincorporated 

association, or charitable or civic organization. 
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(3) A regular fiduciary or trust account where the relationship is 

established other than by deposit agreement. 

COmment. Subdivision (a) of Section 5122 restates subdivision (a) 
of former Section 5101 without change and is the same in substance as 
subsection (1) of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 
Subdivision (b) of Section 5122 restates the second sentence of 
subdivision (e) of former Section 5101 without substantive change and 
is the same in substance as the second sentence of subsection (5) of 
Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 

§ 5124. Agent 

5124. "Agent" means a person who has a present right, subject to 

request, to payment from the account as an attorney in fact under a 

power of attorney. 

Comment. Section 5124 is a new provision See Section 5204 (power 
of attorney with respect to accounts at financial institutions). 

~ rhe new definition of "agent" is needed because the new 
statute provides for a special power of attorney with respect to 
accounts in financial institutions. See Section 5204. 

§ 5126. Beneficiary 

5126. "Beneficiary" means a person named in a trust account as 

one for whom a party to the account is named as trustee. 

Comment. Section 5126 restates subdivision (b) of former Section 
5101 without substantive change and is the same in substance as 
subsection ('2) of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 
See Section 5152 defining "trust account." The effect of the definition 
of "trust account" in Section 5152 is to give that term the meaning of 
what is commonly known as a Totten trust account. As used in this 
part, "trustee" means the trustee of a Totten trust account. 

§ 5128. Financial institution 

5128. "Financial institution" includes: 

(a) A financial institution as defined in Section 40. 

(b) An industrial loan company as defined in Section 18003 of the 

Financial Code. 

Comment. Section 5128 supersedes subdivision (c) of former 
Section 5101. The term "financial institution" as defined in 
subdivision (c) of former Section 5101 was limited to credit unions and 
industrial loan companies. The new definition in Section 5128 applies 
as well to banks, savings and loan associations, and other like 
organizations. See Section 40 ("financial institution" defined). 
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Subdivision (a) of Section 5128 is comparable to subsection (3) of 
Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). Subdivision (b) of 
Section 5128 continues a portion of subdivision (c) of former Section 
5101. 

§ 5130. Joint account 

5130. "Joint account" means an account payable on request to one 

or more of two or more parties whether or not mention is made of any 

right of survivorship. 

Comment. Section 5130 continues subdivision (d) of former Section 
5101 without change and is the same in substance as subsection (4) of 
Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 

§ 5132. Multiple-party account 

5132. A "multiple-party account" is any of the following types of 

account: 

(a) A joint account. 

(b) A P.O.D. account. 

(c) A trust account. 

Comment. Section 5132 restates the first sentence of subdivision 
(e) of former Section 5101 without substantive change, and is the same 
in substance as the first sentence of subsection (5) of Section 6-101 
of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 

§ 5134. Net contribution 

5134. (a) "Net contribution" of a party to a joint account as of 

any given time is the sum of all deposits thereto made by or for the 

party, less all withdrawals made by or for the party that have not been 

paid to or applied to the use of any other party, plus a pro rata share 

of any interest or dividends earned, whether or not included in the 

current balance. The term includes, in addition, any proceeds 0 f 

deposit life insurance added to the account by reason of the death of 

the party whose net contribution is in question. 

(b) In the absence of proof otherwise, only parties who have a 

present right of withdrawal shall be considered as having a net 

contribution and the net contribution of each of the parties having a 

present right of withdrawal is deemed to be an equal amount. 
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Comment. Section 5134 restates subdivision (f) of former Section 
5101 with the substitution of "whether or not included in the current 
balance" for the former phrase "included in the current balance." 

Subdivision (a) of Section 5134 is the same in substance as 
subsection (6) of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). As 
may be seen from examination of the provisions of this part, "net 
contribution" as defined in Section 5134 has no application to the 
financial institution-depositor relationship. Rather, it is relevant 
only to controversies that may arise between parties to a 
multiple-party account. 

Subdivision (b) of Section 5134 is not found in the Uniform 
Probate Code. This subdivision provides a clear rule concerning the 
amount of "net contribution" in the absence of proof of a different 
amount. 

§ 5136. Party 

5136. (a) "Party" means a person who, by the terms of the 

account, has a present right, subject to request, to payment from a 

mul tiple-party account other than as an agent. Unless the context 

otherwise requires, "party" includes a guardian, conservator, personal 

representative, or assignee, including a levying creditor, of a party. 

(b) A P.O. D. payee is a party only after the account becomes 

payable to the payee by reason of surviving all persons named as 

original payees. 

(c) "Party" includes a person identified as a trustee of a trust 

account for another whether or not a beneficiary is named, but it does 

not include any named beneficiary unless the beneficiary has a present 

right of withdrawal. A beneficiary of a trust account is a party after 

the account becomes payable to the beneficiary by reason of surviving 

all persons named as trustees. 

Comment. Section 5136 restates subdivision (g) of former Section 
5101 without substantive change and is the same in substance as 
subsection (7) of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 
The phrase "other than as an agent" in the first sentence of 
subdivision (b) makes clear that the person named as an agent (attorney 
in fact under a power of attorney) is not a "party" for the purposes of 
the statute. See Section 5124 (defining "agent"). 

§ 5138. Payment 

5138. "Payment" of sums on deposit includes all of the following: 

(a) A withdrawal, including payment on check or other directive of 

a party. 
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(b) A pledge of sums on deposit. 

(c) A set-off, reduction, or other disposition of all or part of 

an account pursuant to a pledge. 

Comment. Section 5138 continues subdivision (h) 
5101 without substantive change and is the same 
subsection (8) of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate 

§ 5140. P.O.D. account 

of former Section 
in substance as 
Code (1982). 

5140. "P.O.D. account" means any of the following: 

(a) An account payable on request to one person during the 

person's lifetime and on the person's death to one or more P.O.D. 

payees. 

(b) An account payable on request to one or more persons during 

their lifetimes and on the death of all of them to one or more P.O.D. 

payees. 

Comment. Section 5140 continues subdivision (i) of former Section 
5101 without substantive change and is the same in substance as 
subsection (10) of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 

§ 5142. P.O.D. payee 

5142. "P.O.D. payee" means a person designated on a P.O.D. 

account as one to whom the account is payable on request after the 

death of one or more persons. 

Comment, Section 5142 continues subdivision (j) of former Section 
5101 without change and is the same in substance as subsection (11) of 
Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 

§ 5144. Proof of death 

5144. "Proof of death" includes any of the following: 

(a) An original or attested or certified copy of a death 

certificate. 

(b) A record or report that is prima facie evidence of death under 

Section 10577 of the Health and Safety Code, Sections 1530 to 1532, 

inclusive, of the Evidence Code, or another statute of this state. 

COmment. Section 5144 continues subdivision (k) of former Section 
5101 without substantive change and is consistent with subsection (9) 
of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 
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§ 5146. Receives 

5146. A financial insti tution "receives" an order or notice under 

this part when it is received by the particular office or branch office 

of the financial institution where the account is carried. 

Comment. Section 5146 continues subdivision (I) of former Section 
5101 without change. There is no comparable provision in the Uniform 
Probate Code. 

§ 5148. Request 

5148. "Request" means a proper request for withdrawal, including 

a check or order for payment, that complies with all conditions of the 

account (including special requirements concerning necessary 

signatures) and regulations of the financial institution; but, if the 

financial institution conditions withdrawal or payment on advance 

notice, for purposes of this part the request for withdrawal or payment 

is treated as immediately effective and a notice of intent to withdraw 

is treated as a request for withdrawal. 

COmment. Section 5148 restates subdivision (m) of former Section 
5101 without substantive change and is the same in substance as 
subsection (12) of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 
Various signature requirements may be involved in order to meet the 
withdrawal requirements of the account. A "request" involves 
compliance with these requirements. A "party" is one (other than an 
agent) to whom an account is presently payable without regard for whose 
signature may be required for a "request." 

§ 5150. Sums on deposit 

5150. "Sums on deposit" means both of the following: 

(a) The balance payable on an account, including interest and 

dividends earned, whether or not included in the current balance. 

(b) Any life insurance proceeds added to the account by reason of 

the death of a party. 

COmment. Section 5150 continues subdivision (n) of former Section 
5101 without substantive change and is the same in substance as 
subsection (13) of Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 

§ 5152. Trust account 

5152. (a) "Trust account" means an account in the name of one or 

more parties as trustee for one or more beneficiaries where the 

relationship is established by the form of the account and the deposit 
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agreement with the financial institution and there is no subject of the 

trust other than the sums on deposit in the account. In a trust 

account, it is not essential that payment to the beneficiary be 

mentioned in the deposit agreement. 

(b) A trust account does not include either of the following: 

(I) A regular trust account under a testamentary trust or a trust 

agreement that has significance apart from the account. 

(2) A fiduciary account arising from a fiduciary relation such as 

attorney-client. 

COmment. Section 5152 continues subdivision (0) of former Section 
5101 without change and is the same in substance as subsection (14) of 
Section 6-101 of the Uniform Probate Code (1982). 

§ 5154. Withdrawal 

5154. "Withdrawal" includes payment to a third person pursuant to 

a check or other directive of a party or an agent. 

Comment. Section 5154 continues subdivision (p) of former Section 
5101 with the addition of the reference to payment to "an agent." See 
Section 5124 (defining "agent"). See also Section 5204 (power of 
attorney with respect to accounts at financial institutions). Section 
5154 is the same in substance as subsection (15) of Section 6-101 of 
the Uniform Probate Code (1982), except that the UPC provision does not 
include the reference to payment to "an agent." 

Probate Code § 5203 (added). Creation of multiple-party relatiqnShip 

SEC. Section 5203 is added to the Probate Code to read: 

5203. (a) The fo1lowing words contained in a signature card, 

passbook, contract, or instrument evidencing an account, or words to 

the same effect, executed before, on, or after July 1, 1990, create the 

following accounts: 

(I) Joint account: "This account/ certi fica te of deposit is 

jointly owned by the named parties. On the death of any of them, 

ownership passes to the survivor(s}." 

(2) P.O .D. account with single party: "This account/certificate 

of deposit is owned by the named party. Upon the death of that party, 

ownership passes to the named P.O.D. payee(s}." 

(3) P.O.D. account with multiple parties: "This account is 

jointly owned by the named parties. Upon the death of any of them, 

ownership passes to the survivor(s}. Upon the death of a1l of the 

parties, ownership passes to the named P.O.D. beneficiary(ies}." 
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(b) Use of the form language provided in this sect ion is not 

necessary to create an account that is governed by this part. A 

contract of deposit using language that is not substantially the form 

language provided in this section is nevertheless governed by the 

provisions of this part that govern that type of account if the 

contract of deposit creates substantially the same relationship between 

the parties as an account created using the form language provided in 

this section. By way of illustration and not of limitation, (1) a 

joint account has rights of survivorship as provided in this part even 

though no mention is made of any right of survivorship unless there is 

clear and convincing evidence of a different intent and (2) a P.O.D. 

account with multiple parties may be combined with an agency account 

described in Section 5204. 

Comment. Section 5203 is a new provision drawn in part from 
Section 705.02 of Wisconsin Statutes Annotated (West 1981 & Supp. 
1987). The section provides form language for multiple-party 
accounts. The form language need not be used, however, and a contract 
of deposit that does not use the form language is nevertheless governed 
by this part if the contract of deposit provides for substantially the 
same relationship between the parties. For example, an account held by 
two persons as "joint tenants with right of survivorship" is treated as 
a joint account under this part. Likewise, an account payable on 
request to one or more of two or more parties is treated as a joint 
account under this part even though no mention is made of any right of 
survivorship. See Section 5130 ("joint account" defined). An account 
treated as a joint account belongs to the parties in proportion to 
their net contributions and passes to the survivors unless there is 
clear and convincing evidence of a different intent. See Sections 5301 
(ownership during lifetime) and 5302 (right of survivorship). But see 
Section 5306 (tenancy in common accounts). Although this part does not 
govern the rights during lifetime and upon death of the parties to a 
tenancy in common account, a party to a tenancy in common account can 
designate a P.O.D. beneficiary to receive that tenant's share of the 
account upon the tenant's death, and the provisions of this part would 
be applicable with respect to the P.O.D. designation. 

Section 5203 does not provide form language for a trust account 
(as defined in Section 5152), since the P.O.D. account serves the same 
function. However, a trust account is authorized and is governed by 
the provisions of this part that apply to trust accounts. 

Probate Code § 5204 (added). Power of attorney with respect to accounts 
at financial institution 

SEC. Section 5204 is added to the Probate Code to read: 

5204. (a) In addition to a power of attorney otherwise authorized 

by law, a separate power of attorney is authorized under this section 
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with respect to any account at a financial institution. For the 

purposes of this section, account includes checking accounts, savings 

accounts, certificates of deposit, savings certificates, and any other 

depository relationship with the financial institution. 

(b) The separate power of attorney under this section shall be in 

writing, signed by the person or persons giving the power of attorney, 

and shall explicitly identify the attorney in fact or attorneys in 

fact, the financial institution, and the account or accounts subject to 

the power. Language in substantially the following form is sUfficient 

to create section: "Transactions 

regarding 

agent(s) • 

a power of attorney under this 

this account/certificate of deposit may be made by the named 

No present or future ownership or right of survivorship is 

conferred by this designation. This agency is governed by Section 5204 

of the California Probate Code." Nothing in this section prevents the 

attorney in fact from also being designated as a P.O.D. payee. 

(c) The power of attorney granted under this section shall endure 

as between the grantor and grantee of the power until the earlier to 

happen of the following: 

(1) Revocation by the grantor of the power. 

(2) Termination of the account. 

(3) Death of the grantor of the power. 

(4) Appointment of a guardian or conservator of the estate of the 

grantor of the power. 

(d) A financial institution may rely upon the validity of the 

power of attorney granted under this section and shall be held harmless 

from any liability for doing so. Payment made in reliance upon the 

validity of the power of attorney granted under this section discharges 

the financial institution from all claims for the amounts so paid. The 

protection provided by this subdivision does not extend to payments 

made after written notice is received by the financial institution as 

to any of the events of termination of the power under subdivision 

(c). No other notice or any other information shown to have been 

available to the financial institution shall affect its right to the 

protection provided by this subdivision. 

(e) The attorney in fact acting under the power of attorney 

granted under this section shall maintain such books or records as will 
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permit an accounting of the acts of the attorney in fact if an 

accounting is requested by a legal representative of the grantor of the 

power. 

(f) The attorney in fact acting under a power of attorney granted 

under this section is liable for any disbursement other than a 

disbursement to or for the benefit of the grantor of the power, unless 

the grantor has authorized the disbursement in writing. 

(g) Any power of attorney granted under this section, not signed 

in the presence of an authorized person at the financial institution, 

may be rejected by the financial institution until the grantor of the 

power has satisfied the financial institution of the validity of the 

power. 

(h) Nothing in this section limits the use or effect of any other 

form of power of attorney for transactions with a financial institution. 

Comment. Section 5204 is a new provision drawn from a Minnesota 
statute. See Minn. Stat. Ann. § 528.16 (West 1975 & Supp. 1987). 
Naming a person as agent--technica11y giving the person named as agent 
a power of attorney with respect to account transactions--is commonly 
used for convenience and permits the agent to make withdrawals from the 
account. Even though the account is presently payable to the agent, 
the account belongs to the parties to the account, and the power of 
attorney gives the agent no ownership or survivorship right in the 
account. 

Probate Code § 5301 (amended). OWnership during lifetime 

SEC. 

5301. 

Section 5301 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

(a) A joint account belongs, during the lifetime of all 

parties, to the parties in proportion to the net contributions by each 

to the sums on deposit, unless there is clear and convincing evidence 

of a different intent. 

(b) A P.O.D. account belongs to the original payee during his or 

her lifetime and not to the P.O.D. payee or payees. If two or more 

parties are named as original payees, during their lifetimes the 

account belongs to them in proportion to the net contributions by each 

to the sums on deposit, unless there is clear and convincing evidence 

of a different intent. 

(c) Unless a-~-i,Rt;eRt;-4&--iIIa&Ue&t-e&-'lly-~t;e!'l!ls--<>t'--t;fte 

aeesaat;-sF-t;he-aepee!t;-agFeemeRt;-eF there is et;heF clear and convincing 

evidence of a different intent or of an irrevocable trust, a trust 
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account belongs beneficially to the trustee during his or her lifetime, 

and if two or more parties are named as trustee on the account, during 

their lifetimes the account belongs beneficially to them in proportion 

to the net contributions by each to the sums on deposit, unless there 

is clear and convincing evidence of a different intent. I f there is an 

irrevocable trust, the account belongs beneficially to the beneficiary. 

Comment. The introductory clause of subdivision (c) of Section 
5301 is revised to conform to language used in other provisions of this 
part. 

Probate Code § 5302 (amended). Right of sUrvivorship 

SEC. Section 5302 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

5302. (a) Sums remaining on deposit at the death of a party to a 

joint account belong to the surviving party or parties as against the 

estate of the decedent unless there is clear and convincing evidence of 

a different !B~eB~!eB intent. If there are two or more surviving 

parties, their respective ownerships during lifetime shall be in 

proportion to their previous ownership interests under Section 5301 

augmented by an equal share for each survivor of any interest the 

decedent may have owned in the account immediately before the 

decedent's death; and the right of survivorship continues between the 

surviving parties. 

(b) If the account is a P.O.D account: 

(1) On death of one of two or more original payees, the rights to 

any sums remaining on deposit are governed by subdivision (a). 

(2) On death of the sole original payee or of the survivor of two 

or more original payees, (A) any sums remaining on deposit belong to 

the P.O.D. payee or payees if surviving, or to the survivor of them if 

one or more die before the original payee, (B) if two or more P.O.D. 

payees survive, any sums remaining on deposit belong to them in equal 

and undivided shares unless the terms of the account or deposit 

agreement expressly provide for different shares, and (C) if two or 

more P.O. D. payees survive, there is no right of survivorship in the 

event of death of a P.O.D payee thereafter unless the terms of the 

account or deposit agreement expressly provide for survivorship between 

them. 
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(c) If the account is a trust account: 

(1) On death of one of two or more trustees, the rights to any 

sums remaining on deposit are governed by subdivision (a). 

(2) On death of the sole trustee or the survivor of two or more 

trustees, (A) any sums remaining on deposit belong to the person or 

persons named as beneficiaries, if surviving, or to the survivor of 

them if one or more die before the trustee, unless there is clear and 

convincing evidence of a eeB~~s~ different intent, (B) if two or more 

beneficiaries survive, any sums remaining on deposit belong to them in 

equal and undivided shares unless the terms of the account or deposit 

agreement expressly provide for different shares, and (C) if two or 

more beneficiaries survive, there is no right of survivorship in event 

of death of any beneficiary thereafter unless the terms of the account 

or deposit agreement expressly provide for survivorship between them. 

(d) In other cases, the death of any party to a multiple-party 

account has no effect on beneficial ownership of the account other than 

to transfer the rights of the decedent as part of the decedent's estate. 

(e) A right of survivorship arising from the express terms of the 

account or under this section, a beneficiary designation in a trust 

account, or a P.O.D. payee designation, cannot be changed by will. 

Comment. Section 5302 is amended to make technical, 
nonsubstantive revisions in the first sentence of subdivision (a) and 
in subdivision (c)(2) to conform to language used in other provisions 
of this part. 

Under subdivision (a) of Section 5303, rights of survivorship are 
determined by the form of the account at the death of a party. Under 
that section, a party having the right of withdrawal can eliminate 
survivorship rights, for example, by closing out the account having the 
survivorship rights and opening a new account without survivorship 
rights. See the Comment to Section 5303. 

Probate Code § 5303 (amended). Rights of survivorship determined by 
form of account at time of death: methods for change of terms of 
account 

SEC. 

5303. 

Section 5303 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

(a) The provisions of Section 5302 as to rights of 

survivorship are determined by the form of the account at the death of 

a party. 

(b) Once established, the terms of a multiple-party account can be 

changed only by any of the following methods: 
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(1) Closing the account and reopening it under different terms. 

(2) Presenting to the financial institution a modification 

agreement that is signed by all parties with a present right of 

withdrawal. If the financial institution has a form for this purpose, 

it may require use of the form. 

(3) If the provisions of the terms of the account or deposit 

agreement provide a method of modification of the terms of the account, 

complying with those provisions. 

(4) As provided in subdivision (c) of Section 5405. 

(c) During the lifetime of a party, the terms of the account may 

be changed as provided in subdivision (b) to eliminate or to add rights 

of survivorship. Withdrawal of funds from the account by a party with 

a present right of withdrawal during the lifetime of a party also 

eliminates rights of survivorship upon the death of that party with 

respect to the funds withdrawn. 

Comment. Section 5303 is amended to add subdivision (c), which is 
a clarifying, nonsubstantive provision. Under subdivision (a), rights 
of survivorship are determined by the form of the account at the death 
of a party. Subdivision (c) makes clear that the terms of the account 
that can be changed include terms relating to rights of survivorship. 
For example, under subdivision (b), a party having the right of 
withdrawal can eliminate survivorship rights by closing out the account 
having the survivorship rights and opening a new account without 
survivorship rights. See the opinion in Estate of Propst, 203 Cal. 
App. 3d 993, __ Cal. Rptr (1988) (rehearing denied) (opinion 
ordered not to be republished in the official reports by Supreme Court 
upon denial of hearing), stating that a decedent could unilaterally 
sever jOint tenancies in accounts covered by Sections 5303 and 5305 by 
closing the accounts and reopening them in his name alone. The court 
noted, however, that Sections 5303 and 5305 were applicable only to 
credit unions and industrial loan companies and not to bank or savings 
and loan association accounts. Accordingly, the court held that the 
decedent could not eliminate the rights of survivorship created by 
joint tenancy bank and savings and loan association accounts by closing 
the accounts and opening other accounts or purchasing other property 
with the funds withdrawn. The extension of this part to cover accounts 
in banks and savings and loan associations changes this holding and 
permits the decedent unilaterally to sever joint tenancies in accounts 
in bank and savings and loan associations if the decedent has the 
unilateral right of withdrawal from the accounts. Withdrawal of the 
funds from the accounts will not, however, change the other rights of 
the parties to the moneys withdrawn. See Section 5301 (ownership 
during lifetime), 5305 (presumption of community property). See also 
the Comment to Section 5305. 
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Probate Code § 5305 (amended). Presumption that sums on deposit are 
community property 

SEC. Section 5305 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

5305. (a) Notwithstanding Sections 5301 to 5303, inclusive, if 

parties to an account are married to each other, whether or not they 

are so described in the deposit agreement, their net contribution to 

the account is presumed to be and remain their community property. 

(b) The presumption established by this section is a presumption 

affecting the burden of proof and may be rebutted by proof of either of 

the following: 

(1) The sums on deposit that are claimed to be separate property 

can be traced from separate property unless it is proved that the 

married persons made aft A written agreement that expressed their clear 

intent that such sums be their community property. 

(2) The married persons made a written agreement, separate from 

the deposit agreement, that expressly provided that the sums on 

deposit, claimed not to be community property, were not to be community 

property. 

(c) Notwithstanding subdivision (a), a right of survivorship 

arising from the express terms of the account or under Section 5302, a 

beneficiary designation in a trust account, or a P.O.D. payee 

designation, cannot be changed by will. 

(d) Except as provided in subdivision (c), a multiple-party 

account created with community property funds does not in any way alter 

community property rights. 

Comment. Paragraph (1) of subdivision (b) of Section 5305 is 
amended to require that the community property agreement be in 
writing. This is consistent with paragraph (2) of subdivision (b) and 
with Civil Code Section 5110.730. 

During the lifetimes of the married persons, the terms of the 
contract of deposit may be changed as provided in Section 5303 to 
eliminate or to add rights of survivorship. If there is a survivorship 
right in the surviving spouse at the time of the other spouse's death, 
the surviving spouse takes the share of the deceased spouse by right of 
survivorship. See subdivision (c) of Section 5305. If there is no 
survivorship right in the surviving spouse at the time of the other 
spouse's death and the account consists of community property, the will 
of the deceased spouse may dispose of the deceased spouse's share of 
the account. 

If a spouse has the unilateral right to withdraw funds from the 
account, that spouse may terminate all rights of survivorship by 
withdrawing the funds from the account and depositing them in another 
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account that does not give the spouses rights of survivorship. Either 
spouse could then dispose of his or her share of the funds in the new 
account by will. One spouse may not, however, deprive the other spouse 
of community property rights by unilateral action with respect to funds 
in a multiple-party account created with community property funds. For 
example, if a spouse withdraws community property funds from a 
multiple-party account and deposits the funds withdrawn in an account 
in his or her name, this does not change the community property 
interest of the other spouse in the funds so deposited. See 
subdivision (d). 

Likewise, for example, if the funds in a joint account of a 
married couple have their source in the separate property of the wife, 
the husband can eliminate survivorship rights by closing out the 
account and opening another account in his own name, but absent an 
agreement of the husband and wife this would not change the ownership 
interest of the wife in the funds wi thdrawn. See Section 5301 (joint 
account belongs, during the lifetime of all parties, to the parties in 
proportion to the net contributions of each to the sums on deposit, 
unless there is clear and convincing evidence of a different intent). 

Probate Code § 5306 (amended), Tenancy in common accounts 

SEC. Section 5306 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

5306. ~ep Notwithstanding Section ~ for the purposes of this 

chapter, if a :Je!R* aeee_* was es*aeUsae6 eeiepe d'uly IT I984T aR6 

*ae aeee_* was an account is established as a "tenancy in common" 

account, no right of survivorship arises from the terms of the account 

or under Section 5302 unless the terms of the account or deposit 

agreement expressly provide for survivorship. 

COmment. Section 5306 is amended to make it apply to all tenancy 
in common accounts, whenever established, and to add an exception where 
the terms of the account or deposit agreement expressly provide for 
survivorship. For example, a party to a tenancy in common account may 
designate a P.O.D. beneficiary to receive that tenant's share of the 
account upon the tenant's death. 

Probate Code § 5401 (aaended), Financial institutions protection; 
multiple party accounts: terms: requirements 

SEC. Section 5401 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

5401. (a) Financial institutions may enter into multiple-party 

accounts to the same extent that they may enter into single-party 

accounts. AIry multiple-party account may be paid, on request and 

according to its terms, to anyone or more of the parties or agents. 

(b) The terms of the account or deposit agreement may require the 

signatures of more than one of the parties to a multiple-party account 
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during their lifetimes or of more than one of the survivors after the 

death of any one of them on any check, check endorsement, receipt, 

notice of withdrawal, request for withdrawal, or withdrawal order. In 

such case, the financial institution shall pay the sums on deposit only 

in accordance with such terms, but those terms do not limit the right 

of the sole survivor or of all of the survivors to receive the sums on 

deposit. 

(c) A financial institution allll~~-__ t-~ is not required to 

inquire as to the source of funds received for deposit to a 

multiple-party account, or to inquire as to the proposed application of 

any sum withdrawn from an account, for purposes of establishing net 

contributions. 

Comment. Section 5401 is amended to add the reference 
in subdivision (a). See Section 5124 (defining "agent"). 
Section 5204 (power of attorney with respect to accounts at 
institutions). 

to agents 
See also 
financial 

Probate Code § 5406 (technical amendment>, Payment of account held in 
trust form where financial institution has no notice that account 
is not a "trust account" 

SEC. Section 5406 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

5406. The provisions of this chapter that apply to the payment of 

a trust account apply to an account in the name of one or more parties 

as trustee for one or more other persons if the financial institution 

has no other or further notice that the account is not a trust account 

as defined in Section §~G~ il5l. 

Comment. 
Section 5152 
defini tion of 

Section 5406 is amended to substitute a reference to 
in place of the former reference to Section 5101. The 
"trust account" is now found in Section 5152. 

Probate Code § 5407 (amended), Payment to minor 

SEC. Section 5407 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

5407. If a financial institution is required or permitted to make 

payment pursuant to this chapter to a person who is a minor: 

(a) If the minor is a party to a multiple-party account, payment 

may be made to the minor or to the minor's order, and payment so made 

is a valid release and discharge of the financial institution, but this 

subdivision does not apply if the account is to be paid to the minor 
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because the minor was designated as a P.O.D. payee or as a beneficiary 

of a trust account. 

(b) In cases where subdivision (a) does not apply, payment shall 

be made pursuant to the California Uniform Transfers to Minors Act, 

Part i (commencing with Section 32QQl of Division !, or as provided in 

Chapter 2 (commencing with Section 3400) of Part 8 of Division 4. 

Comment. Section 5407 is amended to authorize payment by a 
financial institution under the Uniform Transfers to Minors Act. Under 
the Uniform Act, if there has been no nomination of a custodian, 
$10,000 or less may be transferred to an adult member of the minor's 
family or to a trust company wi thout the need for a court order. 
Section 3907. In addition, the court may order that all or part of the 
money be paid to a custodian under the Uniform act for the benefit of 
the minor. See Section 3413. 
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CONFORMING REVISIONS 

Civil Code § 683 (amended). Joint tenancy 

SEC. Section 683 of the Civil Code is amended to read: 

683. (a) A joint interest is one owned by two or more persons in 

equal shares, by a title created by a single will or transfer, when 

expressly declared in the will or transfer to be a joint tenancy, or by 

transfer from a sole owner to himself or herself and others, or from 

tenants in common or joint tenants to themselves or some of them, or to 

themselves or any of them and others, or from a husband and wife, when 

holding title as community property or otherwise to themselves or to 

themselves and others or to one of them and to another or others, when 

expressly declared in the transfer to be a joint tenancy, or when 

granted or devised to executors or trustees as joint tenants. A joint 

tenancy in personal property may be created by a written transfer, 

instrument, or agreement. 

(b) Provisions of this section do not apply to a joint account in 

a financial institution if Part I (commencing with Section 5100) of 

Division 5 of the Probate Code applies to such account. 

fe~-.p..,-ev4-&i<>ft&-",*"~-&ee-&ieft-9ka'l,'I,-ft&t-~-e&t~4et-~--e-P-e&&ieft-9l! 

9-~e!R~-~eRaReY-!R-a-baak-depe9!~-a9-p~e¥!ded-ie~-!R-~ke-BaRk-Ae~T 

Comment. Subdivision (c) of Section 683 is deleted to reflect the 
expansion of the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law to include 
banks, savings and loan associations, and other like organizations. 
See Prob. Code § 5128 ("financial institution" defined). Banks are now 
governed by subdivision (b). 

Financial Code § 852 (repealed). Joint bank accounts 

SEC. Section 852 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

g§aT--WkeB-a-aepeS!~-!9-maae-!R-a-baRk-!B-~ke Rames ~-~-&~-Me~e 

pe~seB9T-~~~~~-~-~~r-!B-~-f&~-~~-~~~-i&-~ke 

aeeeliB~-a~e--pa!f6.lr.l-e-~~~--&Il!'¥i-_~-e!'-iHH"-v4¥&1' ...... ~-hen--aueh--4ep&s-i-&-aRd 

a'l,'I,--adEH~-4.-flfl&--t'IHH'e&e-ehal-l--De--~ke-"iH'-ap&~-y--&E--~~--a&-~e!R~ 

~eRaR~9T--±ke-meReys-!B-9~ek-~£~-~-De--p&i-&-~e-~-~~-&Pde~-ei 

aRy-~~--aueh-~~-d~!'!Bg-~ke!~-'I,!l!e~!me9-e~-~e-e~-eR-~ke-e~ae!'-ei 

aBY-eRe-el!-~ke-9~~¥!¥e!,9-el!-~~~~~-~-deat'&-ei-~ftY-~~~!'e-ei 

~kemT---ily---w!'i-&&eB-4ft&t-!"_4_-g-i¥en--~e-~~...:eaH-'lIy-~4ep&&i-&e~-e!' 

depe9!~e!,9T-~--&igaa~~~-&E--~-e--~kaB-~-~--&uea-~~-a~!'!Rg 
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~ke~~-1!~e~~me9-9~-9~-m&~e-~kaR-9Re-&~-~ke-~v4v~~~~~_~-ae&~-9~ 

aBy-~~~-~~~-~e-~~~~~-~-~-~~r~~-w~~kd~awal 

&~de~-4B-~~-~-~aak-~~-~~m8fteY&-!B-~~~-9Rly 

!B-~-'W!~~--5IK!I!,-4n&t~-uet4en&--~\i~-~-~-~iGn&--9kall 

l~m!~-~~-~~-s\i~¥~vel'-__ -6Ui"~-5--*<r-p.ee.e.i-\<&-~~~-!R 

~ke-aeee_~T 

Paymea~-9i-all-e~-aay-e~-~ke-m9BeYS-!B-~~-~~~~~-!R 

~ke-~~~Papl>-*-~Ht--gee~!9B~~-4-!~~~-i~em 

1!a9!1!~y-'W!~~-l'e9peet--*<r-~-meBeY9--9i>--pa4Q,-1*-~-1;&--!"-ee-e!~-~-~l!.e 

pal'~!e\ila~~~~~~-~~~~~-ei-~~~-wI!.e£€-~ aee8\iB~-~9 

eal'~!ed-9i-a-w~!~~eB-B9~!ee-~l'em-aay-eRe-e~-~~~~~~~-R9~ 

~e--pefiftk---W'i-~_l&-4B-~-w~~I!.-4:~-~PIII&-*-~ aeea_~-9~ 

~l!.e-4n&t~-uet~--~~~~--!"-ee-e!~-~-9\iel!.-~r-~~-~-~ei\iseT 

w!~l!.e\i~-~4~~~4~~~-~~~~-el!.eekT--!"-ee-e!~~-~~~~~~-eR 

~l!.e-aeee_~-peBd~ag-de~e~m!Ra~!eB-e~-~l!.e-~~gl!.~s-e~-~l!.e-pa~~!esT 

Comment. The first sentence of former Section 852 is superseded 
by Probate Code Sections 5130 ("joint account" defined), 5301 
(ownership during lifetime), and 5407 (minor as party to a 
multiple-party account). The second sentence is superseded by Probate 
Code Sections 5302 (right of survivorship), 5402 (payment of joint 
account), and 5407 (payment to minor). The substance of the third 
sentence is continued in Probate Code Section 540l(b) (payment from 
multiple-party accounts). 

The fourth and fifth sentences are superseded by Probate Code 
Sections 5146 ("receives" defined) and 5405(a) and (c) (payment as 
discharge). These provisions protect the bank from liability whether 
or not payment is consistent with the beneficial ownerahip of the 
account, unless the bank has been served with a court order restraining 
payment or has received written notice from a party that withdrawals 
should not be permitted. The new provisions give the bank at least as 
much protection as it had under former law. 

Financial Code § 852 (added). Multiple party accounts 

SEC. Section 852 is added to the Financial Code, to read: 

852. A bank account that is a multiple-party account as defined 

in Section 5132 of the Probate Code is governed by Part 1 (commencing 

with Section 5100) of Division 5 of the Probate Code. 

Comment. Section 852 
Mult iple-Party Accounts Law, 
Code § 102 ("bank" defined). 

makes reference to the California 
which applies to banks. See also Fin. 
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Financial Code § 852,5 (repealed), Pay-on-death accounts 

SEC. Section 852.5 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

8§aT§~-~}-Ae--asea--i&-~~-~~--~~y eR aeat~-p~&visieRll 

MeaRSi' 

~±~--A-~~~-&-~aRk-_-e_-~--i'&-l"-__ ~-whieh 

iB-4n--tfte-itSI&e-~-eRe-~--wM·eft-iI'!'_4.~--!;hal;--apeR--t-he--Qea.~-eE 

~ha~-pe~seR-~he-m&BeY~4n-~ aeeaan~-ska±±-~~-t-he-~-&~-BRa 

a~e-paya~±e-~eT-eRe-&~-Me~e-aeBi8Ra~ea-payeesT 

~a~--A-~~-&-~aRk aeea:mt ~--H>l"-_____ whieh 

is-4n-~-itSI&e-~-~we-~~~-~-~~-p~&viaeB--t~--ap&ft-~ke 

aea~h-&E-a±±-&E-Baek-pe~S&RS-~he-m&Reys-iR-~fie-~-~~ ~eeeme-~ke 

p~&pe~~y-&ET-aRa-a~e-paYB~±e-~&T-&Re-&~-m&~e-aeBi8Ra~ea-payeeBT 

~~~--An;r-~!'BB&H!-l"--e4"-~-~e-~-4es4.-g_-e4-"iHl"yee-~--payeeB 

pa~BaBR~-~~-t-he-~-&~-a-paY-&R-aea~k-p~eviBieR-Bka±±-~e-8iveR-eEEee~ 

lffiae~-~fie--t-ei.'!DS-~-tfte-~aRk--a-eeaant-~-eement--and--efta,±-±--_--De--aeeMea 

~e--~e--a--~eB~BlReR~a~y--aiBpesi~ieR--eE-~~l"~Yr--~-~~---e4"--~ke 

aesigRa~ea-"iHl"yee-~-~ayeeB ~~-~eeeive--&a-eft-~-~-_--~e 

aeRieaT-~r-~-&~~~-~~-8~elffias--t~--tfte-~4.-g~-4HHr-R&~ 

~eeR-e~ea~ea-~y--a-~~~~-i&-aeee~aaRee-~~~-t-he-~-&~-~his 

s~a~e--p~eBe~i~iR8--~ke--~e~ai~emeR~s--~-~-~-~~4.~-~es~BlRBR~a~y 

aiBpeBi~ieR-eE-p~&pe~~YT 

~e~-~~-~~-~-paYIReR~-4n--&e-e&paaRee ~~~~-~~-eE 

~he pay 9R aeat~~~-Baek-~--sft&±-±--<H~-g~-~aRk 

E~&m-~4.~~4.~y-~~~-~-~ke-m&BeY~~~~r~les&-ppi&P-~e-~ke 

paYIReR~--t-he-~-~-been--sepvea-~~-&--e-EHH't--&l"4-el"-~-e&t:~-~ke 

paYIRBR~T 

Comment. Former Section 852.5 is repealed because the section 
duplicated provisions in the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law 
(Prob. Code §§ 5100-5407). Subdivision (a) of former Section 852.5 is 
continued in substance in Probate Code Section 5140 ("P.O.D. account" 
defined). Subdivision (b) is continued in substance in Probate Code 
Section 5304 (transfers nontestamentary). Subdivision (c) is continued 
in substance in Probate Code Section 5405 (payment as discharge). 
These sections now apply to banks. See Probate Code Section 5128 
("financial institution" defined). 

Financial Code § 853 (repealed), Trust accounts 

SEC. Section 853 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

8§3~--Wheneyer--&BY aep9sH-4&-~i&-a~--by--BD3'"~_-wMek 
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!B-~~~-Hr-&~&-~e~-~~-~-~-&~~-e~-~Q~~he~-Be~!ee-e~-~he 

eK!B~eBee-~~~~~~-legal-~-~~-i&-g!veB-4~~~~-~e 

~he-~~-~~-e¥eft&-e!-~he-~~~-~-~~QB~eeT-~he-depeB!~-e.-aBY 

pa~~-~fieE~~~-p&i&-~e-~he-~~~-~he dep9si~-~-madeT 

whe~he~-e~-Re~-BQeh-pe~BeB-!B-a-m!Re~T 

Comment. Former Section 853 is superseded by Sections 5404, 5406, 
and 5407 of the Probate Code. The substance of former Section 853 is 
continued in Section 5406 of the Probate Code, except that Section 5407 
of the Probate Code imposes restrictions on payment of multiple-party 
account funds to a minor. 

Note. Section 853 of the Financial Code, like Section 6853 of the 
Financial Code, requires notice that the account is a conventional 
trust account rather than a Totten trust to be given "in writing." 
However, Probate Code Section 5406 does not require a writing. Should 
Section 5406 be .... DCfed to add the require.ant that notice be "in 
writing"'l 

Financial Code § 6661 (technical amendment), Notice of adverse claim 
to savings account or personal property 

SEC. 

6661. 

Section 6661 of the Financial Code is amended to read: 

Notice to an association or federal association of an 

adverse claim to a savings account of, or to personal property held for 

the account of, any person shall be disregarded, and the association or 

federal association, notwithstanding the notice, shall honor withdrawal 

applications and shall pay withdrawals and interest to the person or 

persons to whose credit the account stands or shall deliver the 

property to or upon the order of the person for whose account the 

property is held, without any liability on the part of the association 

or federal association; subject, however, to the exceptions provided 

in subdivisions (a) and (b): 

(a) If an adverse claimant delivers to the association or federal 

association at the office at which the account is carried or the 

property held an affidavit of the claimant stating that of the 

claimant'S own knowledge the person to whose credit the deposit stands 

or for whose account the property is held is a fiduciary for the 

adverse claimant and that the claimant has reason to believe the 

fiduciary is about to misappropriate the account or the property. and 

stating the facts upon which the claim of fiduciary relationship and 

the belief are founded, the association or federal association shall 
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refuse to pay wi thdrawals or interest on the account and shall refuse 

to deliver the property for a period of not more than three court days 

(including the day of delivery) from the date that the association or 

federal association rece! ved the adverse claimant's affidavi t, without 

liability on its part and without liability for the sufficiency or 

truth of the facts alleged in the affidavit. 

(b) If at any time, either before, after, or in the absence of the 

filing of an affidavit by the adverse claimant, the adverse claimant 

procures and serves upon the association or federal association at the 

office at which the account is carried or the property held a 

restraining order, injunction, or other appropriate order against the 

association or federal association from a court of competent 

jurisdiction in an action in which the adverse claimant and all persons 

in whose names the account stands or for whose account the property is 

held are the parties, the association or federal association shall 

comply with the order or injunction, without liability on its part. 

(c) The provisions of this section shall be applicable even though 

the name of the person appearing on the books to whose credit the 

account stands or for whose account the property is held is modified by 

a qualifying or descriptive term such as "agent," "trustee," or other 

word or phrase indicating that the person may hold the account or 

property in a fiduciary capacity. 

Cd) Nothing in the California Multiple Party Accounts Law. Part 1 

(commencing with Section 5100) of Division 5 of the Probate Code, 

limits the applicability of this section. 

Comment. Subdivision (d) is added to Section 
that Section 6661 applies notwithstanding any 
California Multiple-Party Accounts Law. 

Financial Code § 6800 <article heading amended) 

6661 to make clear 
provision of the 

SEC. The article heading for Article 6 (commencing with 

Section 6800) of Chapter 5 of Division 2 of the Financial Code is 

amended to read: 

Article 6. J94a~-;eaaaey Multiple-Party Accounts 
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Financial Code § 6800 (repealed). Joint tenants 

SEC. Section 6800 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

'899.,. Ilium -e--e&¥-ing&- aeea_&-!s-!II6.4Mii4.fte&--i-fl-~ assaekM·ef>-ep 

Eedepal-aesae4.~4.~-i-fl-~ names eE-~we-~~~~r-whe~hep-m!aep 

ep-~,--i&-wft4.~flr~-meaeye-~-~-ii~~~~-~y~~-&&-~eE 

~hgee--pepgea9--ep--~he--9HP¥!¥9P--ep--&QP¥~¥&~r-~-~--~-al1 

add!~!ea9-~-&-4-t--sh&-J,.J,.~-~he-il"F-Bi*£-tY-~-~~~--&&--J<r:kM;--~e!l.aa~e 

w!~h-P!gft~9-eE-9HP¥!¥ep9h!p.,. 

CO!R1!!ent. Former Section 6800 is superseded by Chapter 3 
(commencing with Section 5301) of Part 1 of Division 5 of the Probate 
Code relating to multiple-party accounts. See also Probate Code 
Section 5407 (payment to minor). 

Financial Code § 6800 (added). Multiple-party accounts 

SEC. Section 6800 is added to the Financial Code, to read: 

6800. An account in an association or federal association that is 

a multiple-party account as defined in Section 5132 of the Probate Code 

is governed by Part 1 (commencing with Section 5100) of Division 5 of 

the Probate Code. 

COmment. Section 6800 refers to the California Multiple-Party 
Accounts Law (Probate Code §§ 5100-5407) which applies to savings and 
loan associations. See also Fin. Code § 5102 ("association" and 
"federal association" defined). 

Financial Code § 6801 (repealed). PaYllents to joint tenants 

SEC. Section 6801 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

6g91.,.--;ae-me!l.ey9-!!I.--&-~-~ aeeaHB&-m9y-~~~-&p-ea 

~fte-~~-~-~~-eE-~~~-~-dQp~-~fte!p-l!Ee~!me9-ep-~e 

ep-e!l.-~fte-epdep-eE-aay-~~-~-&Qp¥~¥&~-eE--t~~~~~~~-eE 

aay-~~-~-&~-~hemT-~~-~~~~p&¥kieft&-eE-gee~!ea-1434S-eE 

~he-R_~-iKl4- Tsati-Gn--Gade.,.---An- asse ek&ief>-~--+edeP&-J,...a9gee!a~!ea 

eea~!aHee-~~~--t~~-~9-~~-~~y-~-;r-j&i&&-~e!l.aaey 

aeeeH&~--Gfl--~-_4.-t-t ........ ~iona--eE--eny-~--&£--~-~-nt:--~e!l.aa~9 

dHP!ag-~he!~-~~-i~~-&&-~he-wp!~~e!l.-!!l.9~PHe~!ea9-eE-a!l.y-eae-eE-~fte 

9HP¥!¥eps-9E-~ftem-aE~ep-~he-dea~h-eE-aaY-9ae-9P-m9pe-9f-~hem.,. 

Comment. Former Section 6801 is superseded by Psrt 1 (commencing 
with Section 5100) of Division 5 of the Probate Code relating to 
multiple-party accounts. The first sentence of former Section 6801 is 
superseded by Sections 5301, 5302, 5401, 5402, and 5407 of the Probate 
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Code. The former reference to Section 14345 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code is not continued. Section 14345 of the Revenue and 
Taxation Code was repealed by 1982 Cal. Stat. ch. 1535, § 14. The 
second sentence of former Section 6801 is superseded by Section 5303 of 
the Probate Code. 

Financial Code § 6802 (repealed), Conclusive evidence of ownership 

SEC. Section 6802 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

e89aT--~~~-&-~eia~-~~~~-~~~-eeae~asive 

eviaeaee-ia-sBY-se~isa-ep-ppeeeeaiag-~e-~~~~~~ ssseei&&~-ep 

*eaepa~-~~~-~--~-~~~-~-sap¥ivepa-~-&-~~~~,-~-~fte 

iateatiea-~-~II--~-~~4~-te-~-~~~--~-~-~~~-~~-~fte 

aeeeaa~-aaQ-~fte-aaQitieas-te-i~-ia-~fte-aapvivep-ep-aapvivepST 

Comment. Former Section 6802 is superseded by Part 1 (commencing 
with Section 5100) of Division 5 of the Probate Code relating to 
multiple-party accounts. The conclusive presumption of former Section 
6802 has been replaced by a rebuttable presumption under Section 5302 
of the Probate Code: The presumption of survivorship may be rebutted 
by clear and convincing evidence of a different intention. Prob. Code 
§ 5302. However, the financial institution is protected from liability 
if it pays the account to the survivor. See Prob. Code §§ 5402, 5405. 

Financial Code § 6803 (repealed), Multiple signatures; discharge of 
association 

SEC. Section 6803 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

689aT---fa-}---lly--¥P.i-H·_-4ft&t-i.'Uet-iena--givea-~-~~~~-ep 

*eQepa~-~~-&&-~~~-wftepe-~~ aeeeaa&-4~~~-~y 

a~~-~~~~~-&-~eia~-~eaaaey-seeeaatT-~fte-sigaa~apea-ef-mepe-tksa 

eae-ef-~ke-~eiat-~~~~4~-~i-~&lme&-ep-~-~~-&ae-sf 

~fte-~~4~~~~~-~-&e&~-s*-aBY-eae-ef-tkem-may-~e-pe~aipea-ea-aBY 

ekeekT-peeeip~T-peesPQ-ekaage-ePQePT-ep-w!~~-~~--Hr~ieft-eaae 

~ke-~~~-~--feEl.e.p.a.~-~4-en--ska~~-~-~~_Y&-4-n--~fte 

aeeeaa~-eal~-~~-witk-~~-ia&&~&i&a&.-~-~-iRa~pae~ieRa 

ska~~--~t&i-&-~-~4~--&~-~~-sap¥i¥ep-~~~4~~~-~-~~-~ke 

meReys-iR-~ke-aeeeaa~T 

f~t-~~~-~-~~-&p.-aay-sf-~ke-meaeys-iR-~ke-seeeaa~-as-ppeviaeQ 

ia-~fii~~~~~~~isekapge-~fte aeBee4~4~~-~~-asseeia~ieR 

*pem-14~14~~-~~~-~-~ke meRey~~~~.~p.i&p.-~e-peeeip~-~y 

~ke-asseeia~iea-ep-feQepa~-asaeeia~ieR-ef-a-wr!~~~~~~-&R~-eae 

ef-~~-j&i-R&-~~~~~~-~ke-~~~-feEl.e.p.a.~-aeseeia~ieR 
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Be~-~~~p&~&-w4~ft&F~~-Hr-&&e&Feanee wi~h-~fte-~~~-~-aeeeUB~ 

e!'-~-he--H>&&~&i-eft&T--A.f~&f--i'&G&-~-ei-~-_4.-ee--__ -~4Dn-_e!' 

ieee!'a±-~4Dn-~-~~r-wi~heu~-±4.~~±4.~y~-~~~~-eheekT 

!'eeeill~T-~~~P&Wa-l--_4&f--<)ft--~he--aee&unt;-~iftt;-4et~4Dn--ei 

~he-!'igh~s-ei-~he-lIa!'~iesT 

fe~--I14.-gM~«-~;>a-!'&i-e&-.. ay-fte-4et~-ned--unde!'---&IH!&~"i,g.kft-fl!l~ 

l!Iy-aBY-eBe-si-~he-ie±±ewiBg+ 

f±~-gee!'ee-l!Iy-a-eeU!'~T 

fa~-~ wpi~~e~-~~--~~-l!Iy-~-~--~-~--~eBSB~BT 

se~~iBg-iB!'~h-~he!!'-!'eBlIee~i¥e-!'igh~sT 

f3~-~~~~~~~-&~-~he-Be~iee-.. aee-UBee!'-Bul!Ie!¥iBieB-fl!l~T 

sigBee-l!Iy-~he-~eiB~-~BBBB~-~ha~-.. aee-i~T 

COmment. Former Section 6803 is superseded by Division 5 
(commencing with Section 5100) of the Probate Code relating to 
multiple-party accounts. Subdivision (a) of former Section 6803 is 
continued in substance in subdivision (b) of Section 5401 of the 
Probate Code. Subdivisions (b) and (c) are superseded by Section 5405 
of the Probate Code. 

Financial Code § 6804 <technical amendment), Bonliability for taxeB 

SEC. Section 6804 of the Financial Code is amended to read: 

6804. BlIeell~--as-,.!'&V-iQe6. UReer ~~-l-4*1--ei-~fte-~-and

'l.'BlIa~!BB-GGde-,...-ft9 No association or federal association paying any 

survivor in accordance with the provisions of ~h!s-_ie-le- Part 1 

(commencing with Section 2lQQl of Division 2 2i the Probate Code shall, 

because of the payment, be liable for any estate, inheritance, or 

succession taxes that may be due this state. 

comment. Section 6804 is amended to reflect the repeal of Section 
14347 of the Revenue and Taxation Code (see 1982 Cal. Stat. ch. 1535, 
§ 14), and the replacement by the California Multiple-Party Accounts 
Law (Prob. Code §§ 5100-5407) of the former provisions of this article 
that governed payment to a survivor. 

Note. The re£erence to the prov~s~ons of nthis article" is 
deleted fro. Section 6804 because, of the six sections in this article 
(Fin. Code §§ 6800-6805), all are to be repealed except Section 6804. 
(A new Section 6800 is added which -'tes a cross-reference to the 
California ~tiple-Party Accounts Law.) This contrasts with the 
retention in Financial Code Section 6855, infra, of the reference to 
"the provisions of this article" because, of the seven sections in that 
article (id. §§ 6850-6856), only two (id. §§ 6853, 6854) are to be 
repealed. 
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Financial Code § 6853 (repealed). Totten trust account 

SEC. Section 6853 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

'8S~T--fa~ Whe&ev~-~~-~-epeBed-~-~~-&&-*Pue&ee 

~ep-_~--&&d--__ -&t-ha---<H'--Wp.tfte.p.-lleU,ee-~-~-he- e3EiB &enee---&&d--&eI'lllB 

e~-~~~~~-aeell-~4~~~~~-*&-*Re-aeBaei~4~-~-&Re 

e¥eB*-~--tfte.-4ea*~~-tfte.-pePBeB-«€6€~4~~ &Pue&eer-tfte.-Wi&Rdpawal

value-e~-*Re-aeeeull&-ep-SIly-pap*-e~-i*T-*~~~-~~~i&&&pes&r-may 

9e-paid-&e-&Be-pePBeB-ep-pePBeBB-~ep-wRem-*Re-aeeeUll&-WaB-epelledT 

fa~-~--<H'--Q.e.U_pY--*e-*~~-y,--beneH·eia!'i eB r-ep 

deBiglla*ed--~---&p.--~-~~--ep--~~~-~~-~--*Re 

gelleneiapYT~ie-iap.i-e&-r-_--4e&igfta-&ed--~-~ep--&he--~--ep 

deH'i'epy--ie---a---su-f-€4e4eat- pel eae e -&i'-SIl- aBe a e4~4-&ft-.f"_-*he- paymeft&-ep 

deli'i'epYT 

fe~--An- aeealin& apefted -\mdep.-&Ris-_-kn--iII&y.-:ee--de&-~-&&-a 

&ell&a&i'i'e-ep-~e*&ell-&PuB*-aeeeU&&T 

fd~-~-*~~i'-~-aeeeU&&-~~p.-*ft!~~~-BRallT 

UIl&il--&e6A:~--i:-et:-a4n--&he--pewep.-*e-hel~--man&ge;-~leQger--IHl&--~-*Re 

~U&dB-4~~~--&&d--may-pe'i'eke-&Be-*eIl*a&i'i'e-*PBB*T-iB-wRale-ep-iB 

pap&T-~-~-&~-~-4el4~~4ftg--&e--tfte.-~-~-~e~ueet--~ep 

wi*Rdpawal-e~-all-ep-pap*-e~-&Re-aeeeull&T 

fe~-All--BftPSi-d--4fK-ei.'e&t~...,ftft-aeeeUll*--e.~-~M&-~~-efta.ll-ae 

&Re-~~.y--&f.-*~~-UIl*il-~-he--4ea-EIl-~-~-he-~r--a-&-wMeR 

&ime-i&-BRall-aeeeme-paP&-e~-*Re-eeppuB-e~-*Re-&PUB&T 

f~~-~-€-~~-&&e-pePBeB-iB-llamed-aB-*PBB*ee-UIldep-&BiB-Bee&ie& 

*Re-&ell&a&i'i'e-*PBB&-BRall-eeB*illue-UIl*il-&Re-dea&R-e~-all-&Re-*puB&eeBT 

fg~-~.f"-~-~4e4~~~-li'i'iRg-~--tfte.-*ime-~~-he-~-&f.-&Re 

&PBB&ee-&Be aBBae4~*4-&ft-~~-tfte.-wi&Rdpawal-~~~~--*he--aee&~&-&e 

&Be-eB*a&e-e~-&Re-*PUB&eeT 

Comment. Subdivision (a) of former Section 6853 is superseded 
by Sections 5302, 5404, and 5406 of the Probate Code. The provision in 
former subdivision (a) concerning interest is superseded by Section 
5150 of the Probate Code ("sums on deposit" defined). Former 
subdivision (b) is superseded by Section 5405 of the Probate Code. 
Former subdivision (c) is superseded by Section 5152 of the Probate 
Code ("trust account" defined). Former subdivision (d) is superseded 
by subdivision (c) of Section 5301 of the Probate Code and by Section 
5303 of the Probate Code. Former subdivision (e) is continued in 
substance in Probate Code Sections 5150, 5301, and 5302. Former 
subdivision (f) is superseded by Section 5302 of the Probate Code. 
Former subdivision (g) is superseded by Section 5404 of the Probate 
Code. 
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Note. Section 6853 of the Financial Code, lilrs Section 853 of the 
Financial Code, requ.i.res notice that the aCCOWlt is a conventional 
trust account rather than a Totten trust to be given Hin writing.H 
However, Probate Code Section 5406 does not require a writing. Should 
Section 5406 be a.ended to add the requ.i.re ..... t that notice be Hin 
writingH? 

Financial Code § 6854 (repealed). Pay-on-death accounts 

SEC. Section 6854 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

'8§4T--fa~-As-used-!R-~his-see~ieRT-llpay-eR-dea~h-p~e¥isieRll-meaas+ 

~H-A-~-M'--t_e_-d-... -&iW4.~~.wM·i!h-is-iR-~he-Ram.e 

ei--eM!-~-wlrielr""il"P9-Y'i&e&--tftat--upGft--~he--deat-h--+f.--tftat-~-~he 

sa¥iRgs-~-~~ geeeme~~-p~epe~~y-~-~-~-~-desigRa~ed 

payeesT 

~a~-A-~-a!on--M'--t_e_-ei-... ~~-wfti-e&-is-iR-~he-Rame 

ei--tw&--M'--lBe~e--pa"~i-e&-p!"_4.-Ik>e-~-upeR-~~-4ea.th-*--&-],.],.-ei 

suell--pa"-5af}8--the-iHW4.ftg-a-~-sllall--beeome--the-iH"~-ty--04'-~-e~ 

me~e-des!gRa~ed-payeesT 

~9~-~--t_!"-IIft&f_--+f.--jH:"~~.y--~e-~-he desi-gfta.t-e4I. payee -M'--payees 

pu~suaa~-~e-~he-~e~s-ei-a-pay-sR-dea~h-iH"~~~~~-t~~-eiiee~ 

URde~--t~~~-o4'--the-sa¥iags-.e~-~~]"~&-ge-deemed-~s-ge-a 

~es~ameR~a~-~}&~-*--p~epe~~YT---~-~-~---t~-des!8Ba~ed 

payee-~-ilayees --t-&-PSe&~_-sQeh-p~epe~~y-shall-Rs~-ge-deBiedT-a9~idgedT 

ep-il.f.f-.t-ea---~he-~-1;fta.&-_t~+igM,_-has--n&t--&eeft--e-!"-ea-t-eQ-~-a 

w~i~iag----eQ-4f>..~-w~th-~he-l--~-~-&&at-e-p~ese~i9iag 

~ae-~e~ui~emeB~s-~e-eiiee~-a-¥alid-~es~ameR~a~-dispss!~ieR-ei-p~epe~~YT 

~e~-~~-~~~-i&-See~iea-"'lT-~lle-assseia~iea-saall-lBake 

pSYIBeR~-iB-aeee~daaee-wi~a-~lle-~y ea d~~~~~-paYIBeB~ 

sllall-~~pge-~-~~-i~em--]"~~~-wi_t~ pespee&-~~-~ae 

B1sBeys-ss-paidT 

Comment. Former Section 6854 is repealed because the section 
duplicated provisions in the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law 
(Prob. Code §§ 5100-5407). Subdivision (a) of former Section 6854 is 
continued in substance in Probate Code Section 5140 ("P.O.D. account" 
defined). Subdivision (b) is continued in substance in Probate Code 
Section 5304 (transfers nontestamentary). Subdivision (c) is continued 
in substance in Probate Code Section 5405 (payment as discharge). 
These sections now apply to savings and loan associations. See 
Probate Code Section 5128 ("financial institution" defined). 
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Financial Code § 6855 (technical amendment). Nonliability for taxes 

SEC. Section 6855 of the Financial Code is amended to 

read: 

6855 • g](eel'~--&&-~-und-eE--See&ieft--±~--<*--~ile-~--IIft<l 

iaxa~iea-~-~ No association paying any fiduciary, beneficiary, or 

designated person in accordance with the provisions of this article or 

of the California Multiple Party Accounts Law. Part 1 (commencing with 

Section 5100) of Division 5 of the Probate Code, shall, because of the 

payment, be liable for any estate, inheritance, or succession taxes 

that may be due this state. 

Comment. Section 6855 is amended to reflect the repeal of Section 
14347 of the Revenue and Taxation Code (see 1982 Cal. Stat. ch. 1535, 
§ 14) and the replacement by the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law 
(Prob. Code §§ 5100-5407) of some of the former provisions of this 
article that governed payment to a survivor. See Section 6800 
(multiple-party accounts governed by California Multiple-Party Accounts 
Law). 

Note. The reference to "the prov~s~ons of this article" is 1tept 
in Section 6855 because, of the seven sections in this article (Fin. 
Code §§ 6850-6856). only two (id. §§ 6853, 6854) are to be repealed. 
This contrasts with the deletion froa Financial Code Section 6804, 
supra, of the reference to the provisions of "this article" because. of 
the si1t: sections in that article (id. §§ 6800-6805), all are to be 
repealed 91t:cept Section 6804. (A new Section 6800 is added which .aJras 
a cross-reference to the California ~ltiple-Party Accounts Law.) 

Financial Code § 14854.5 (repealed). Pay-on-death accounts 

SEC. Section 14854.5 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

lIIellRS+ 

f~~-A-p~evisiea-e~-~eFm-ei-a-e~edi~-~~~~~~&~~ie&&e-ie~ 

iUBdB-wfti~~-Hr-~-aaJlle-~-~~r~~-I'~evideB-&ila&-Qpea-~ile 

dea&il-~-~~-~-~-~€e9UBt-~~~geeellle-~~~p&p&~~-~-~-ep 

lIIe~e-deBigRa&ed-payeeBT 

fa~-A-I'~eviaieR-e~-&e~lII-ei-a-e~edi~-~~~~~~P&~~ie&&e-ie~ 

iUBdB-wfti~ft-4~~-~-RaJlle-~-~~~~p&-l'e~SeRST-wilieil-l'~evides-&ila& 

Ql'eR-~~~~-~-~~~-ei-~-pepseas-~-eee~--&il&~~-~-&ile 

I'pel'ep&y-~-~~~p&-desigRa&ed-l'ayees-as-l'pevided-!R-&ile-Sa±iie~ia 

Mli~UI'±e--PM'-t~-~~~r-l'a1'-&-~--<~-¥~~-.s.eet4.~-!>-Ml}-)--ei 

Piv!sieR-§-ei-&ile-P~e9a&e-SedeT 
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fb~-~-·U· ... ns€-a--_~-"i'i"-oper-t-3'---te--t-he--4e&igna.1;e<l. payee -<H'--payee .. 

P~F"~aR-t--ta--the--teFm .. -a~-a-pay-aR-aea-th-~~4~~~~~~¥eft-ef~ee-t 

~aeF--t~-t~~-~-.. haFe-~-~~~~~~~l-Ra-t-be-aeemea--ta 

be-a--tee-tameR-taFy-ai .. paei-tiaR-af-pFapeF-tYT--~~~-~-~-aeeigaa-tea 

payee-~-~ayeee~-~~~-e~eh-pFapeF-ty-ehall-Ra-t-be-aeRieaT-abFiageaT 

aF--a4".f-ee--t-e&--Gn---the-i!'1'~-tfta,t---t~~-hae--fl&-t--geeft--a--ea-t-ea-~-a 

wFi-tiag-~~~-ea-~~~~~--the-~ ... ws-~-~~-&t-at-&-pFeeeFibiRg 

-the-Fe~~iFemeR-te--te-e~fee-t-a-¥alia--tee-tameR-taFY-aiepaei-t!aR-af-pFapeF-tYT 

fe~-~-_-eQ4.-t-__ i-eR,-~-llIake--payment--ift.-~-¥kh---the 

pay-aR-aea-th-~~~r-~~--payment--ehall-~--t~-eFeai-t 

~RiaR-~~~-~~&~~~~-wi-t~~-t-a--the m9aeye ~;Hr~ __ lee&-pFiaF 

-ta--t-he--p&yme&t---t~~~-~iaR-~-beeR seF~e~-wi-t~-&-~-t--aFaeF 

Fee-tFaiRiag--the-paymeR-tT 

Comment. Former Section 14854.5 is repealed because the section 
duplicated provisions in the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law 
(Prob. Code §§ 5100-5407). Subdivision (a) is continued in substance 
in Probate Code Section 5140 ("P.O.D. account" defined). Subdivision 
(b) is continued in substance in Probate Code Section 5304 (transfers 
nontestamentary). Subdivision (c) is continued in substance in Probate 
Code Section 5405 (payment as discharge). 

Financial Code § 14868 (added). Current address of Totten trust 
beneficiary 

SEC. Section 14868 is added to the Financial Code, to read: 

14868. (a) As used in this section: 

(1) "Beneficiary" has the meaning given that term in Section 5126 

of the Probate Code. 

(2) "Trust account" has the meaning given that term in Section 

5152 of the Probate Code. 

(b) In the case of a trust account, the deposit agreement shall 

indicate the current address of each beneficiary. 

Comment. Section 14868 continues the substance of the third 
sentence of former subdivision (0) of Probate Code Section 5101 (as 
amended by 1987 Cal. Stat. ch. 1045). 

Financial Code § 18318.5 (repealed). Pay-on-death accounts 

SEC. Section 18318.5 of the Financial Code is repealed. 

meaRSi-
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f~*-~-~~4£i~-&r-~~~-9~-~-~~Emeft~-~-~~-ee~~i~iea~e 
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Comment. Former Section 18318.5 is repealed because the section 
duplicated provisions in the California Multiple-Party Accounts Law 
(Prob. Code §§ 5100-5407). Subdivision (a) is continued in substance 
in Probate Code Section 5140 ("P .O.D. account" defined). Subdivision 
(b) is continued in substance in Probate Code Section 5304 (transfers 
nontestamentary). Subdivision (c) is continued in substance in Probate 
Code Section 5405 (payment as discharge). 

Financis1 Code § 18318.5 (added), Multiple-party accounts 

SEC. Section 18318.5 is added to the Financial Code, to 

read: 

18318.5. An investment or thrift certificate that is a 

multiple-party account as defined in Section 5132 of the Probate Code 

is governed by Part 1 (commencing with Section 5100) of Division 5 of 

the Probate Code. 
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Comment. Section 18318.5 makes reference to the California 
Multiple-Party Accounts Law, which applies to industrial loan companies. 

Probate Code § 269 (technical amendment). P.O.D. account 

SEC. Section 269 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

269. "P.O.D. account" meaRS 6ll seealm-l; a"9~ee-l; -I;a s psy-aR-des-l;a 

l'l'a¥isiaR aa l'l'a¥ided ia See-l;iaR 8§ih§T +fi94T§T 11a9,h§T 148§4T§T al' 

18318T§ ai -I;ae ~iR611eia1 Gade has the meaning given that term in Section 

5140. 

Comment. Section 269 is amended to delete the former reference to 
Sections 852.5, 7604.5, 11203.5, 14854.5, and 18318.5 of the Financial 
Code which have been repealed, and to substitute the cross-reference to 
the definition of "P.O.D. account" in Section 5140. 

Probate Code § 6600 (technical amendment). Decedent's estate defined 

SEC. 

6600. 

Section 6600 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

(a) Subject to subdivision (b), for the purposes of this 

chapter, "decedent's estate" means all the decedent's personal property, 

wherever located, and all the decedent's real property located in this 

state. 

(b) For the purposes of this chapter: 

(1) Any property or interest or lien thereon which, at the time of 

the decedent's death, was held by the decedent as a joint tenant, or in 

which the decedent had a life or other interest terminable upon the 

decedent's death, sha1l be excluded in determining the estate of the 

decedent or its value. 

(2) A multiple-party account to which the decedent was a party at 

the time of the decedent's death sha1l be excluded in determining the 

estate of the decedent or its value, whether or not all or a portion of 

the sums on deposit are community property, to the extent that the sums 

on deposit belong after the death of the decedent to a surviving party, 

P.O.D. payee, or beneficiary. As used in this paragraph, the terms 

"multiple-party account," "party," "P.O.D. payee," and "beneficiary" have 

the same meaning as given those terms by See-l;!ea §191 Sections ~ 

lli2.... 5142, and 5126, respectively 

Comment. Section 6600 is amended to replace the former reference 
to Section 5101, which has been repealed, with a reference to the new 
sections where the defined terms are found. 
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Probate Code § 13050 <technical amendment). Property excluded in 
determining property or estate of decedent or its value 

SEC. Section 13050 of the Probate Code is amended to read: 

13050. (a) For the purposes of this part: 

(1) Any property or interest or lien thereon which, at the time of 

the decedent's death, was held by the decedent as a joint tenant, or in 

which the decedent had a life or other interest terminable upon the 

decedent's death, or which was held by the decedent and passed to the 

decedent's surviving spouse pursuant to Section 13500, shall be excluded 

in determining the property or estate of the decedent or its value. 

(2) A multiple-party account to which the decedent was a party at 

the time of the decedent' s death shall be excluded in determining the 

property or estate of the decedent or its value, whether or not all or a 

portion of the sums on deposit are community property, to the extent that 

the sums on deposit belong after the death of the decedent to a surviving 

party, P.O.D. payee, or beneficiary. As used in this paragraph, the 

terms "multiple-party account, ., "party, 'I "P.O.D. payee," and 

"beneficiary" have the same meaning as given those terms by See~!ell §191 

Sections ~ ~ ~ and ~ respectively 

(b) For the purposes of this part, all of the following property 

shall be excluded in determining the property or estate of the decedent 

or its value: 

(1) Any vehicle registered under Division 3 (commencing with Section 

4000) of the Vehicle Code or titled under Division 16.5 (commencing with 

Section 38000) of the Vehicle Code. 

(2) Any vessel numbered under Division 3.5 (commencing with Section 

9840) of the Vehicle Code. 

(3) Any manufactured home, mobilehome, commercial coach, truck 

camper, or floating home registered under Part 2 (commencing with Section 

18000) of Division 13 of the Health and Safety Code. 

(c) For the purposes of this part, the value of the following 

property shall be excluded in determining the value of the decedent' s 

property in this state: 

(1) Any amounts due to the decedent for services in the armed forces 

of the United States. 
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(2) The amount, not exceeding five thousand dollars ($5,000), of 

salary or other compensation, including compensation for unused vacation, 

owing to the decedent for personal services from any employment. 

COmment. Section 13050 is amended to replace the former reference 
to Section 5101, which has been repealed, with a reference to the new 
sections where the defined terms are found. 
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TRANSITIONAL PROVISION AND OPERATIVE DATE 

Section Uncodified Transitional Provision - No duty to inform 
persons of enactment of act 

SEC. (a) A financial institution (as defined in Section 

5128 of the Probate Code) has no duty to inform any of the following of 

the enactment of this act: 

(1) Any depositor holding an account on the operative date of this 

act. 

(2) Any beneficiary named in a trust account on the operative date 

of this act. 

(3) Any P.O.D. payee designated on a P.O.D. account on the 

operative date of this act. 

(3) Any agent designated on an agency account on the operative 

date of this act. 

(b) No liability shall be imposed on a financial institution for 

failing to inform any person designated in subdivision (a) of the 

enactment of this act. 

Comment. Section is designed to avoid any expense to 
financial institutions of advising existing depositors concerning the 
enactment of this act. The act that enacted the California 
Multiple-Party Accounts Law included a comparable provision. 1983 Cal. 
Stat. ch. 92, § 6. 

Operative Date 

SEC. This act shall become operative on July I, 1990, and 

shall apply to accounts in existence on that date, and accounts 

thereafter established. 

Comment. The operative date of this act is delayed until July I, 
1990, so that banks and savings and loan associations will have time to 
take any necessary action to operate under the provisions of the act 
and so persons who have accounts in existence on the effective date 
(January 1, 1990) will have time to make any changes in the deposit 
agreement that they believe are desirable in view of the enactment of 
this act. 
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